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EPILOGUE 

Chapter I A WORLD OF PARADOXES 

-Is there no way out ? 

The world we are hving in today is a world of paradoxes 

There is on the one hand the fantastic progress of science wluch 

enabled us to see for the古rsttime in man’s history the other side 

of the moon m precise photographs. Travel to other planets is 

henceforth no longer a dream, but a reality attainable within 

foreseeable future. Man is threatened, on the other hand, with 

imminent, total or semi-totaJ annih1lat10n, despite, or rather be田 use

of, the fantastic progress of science This is paradox one. 

The war-aims of the AJhed Powers at the outset of the last 

World War were“Four Freedoms :-Freedom of Speech, Freedom 
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・Of Religion, Freedom from Want and Freedom from Fear ” In 

that war, the Axis Powers lost completely and surrendered un-

conditionally. Why is it that the major victorious powers wh凶

won the war are the victims of Fear today and subiecting their 

peoples, the city inhabitants particularly, to compulsory exercises of 

hiding in shelters, exactly as Japan was domg before she entered 

・the fateful Pacific War ? This 1s paradox two 

The United Nations organization created after the dissolution of 

・the League of Nat10ns 1s the hope of mankind It is supposed to 

-embody the spmt of unity of all human family and to function 

solely for p回目． How can one explam that that orgamzat10n for 

world pea田 isinfested internally with m1htary alliances, pitched 

・up one agamst another, regarding other nations within the United 

Nations organization as potential enemies? Cynics say that the 

. organization is “United Nat10ns”in name but “Disumted Nations ” 
in reahty. This irony is pardox three 

A dozen other paradoxes with equally smister implications may 

be mentioned, smister because they all suggest that world crisis is 

acute, almost immediate. Is there no way out of this chaotic 

'8ituation? 

Chapter II SPREAD OF THE IDEA OF A WORLD WITHOUT 

WARS 

Obviously 1t is the appearance of the nuclear weapons with 

.appalling powers of destruction which accounts for the increasmg 
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acuteness or imminen田 ofthe crisis. It is also plam that Fear is. 

acutest on the part of the powers which posse田 andare continuing. 

to manufacture the deadly・ nuclear weapons, against which, as they 

know best, there is no e旺ectivedefense We are all informed that 

Mr. Eisenhower, the then President of the United States, after 

witnessing the scenes of maneuvre of nuclear bombers, said with a 

sigh・“Underthese conditions, all one can do is to pray.” What 

we need when we reached the pre出 ntstate of crisis is nothmg less 

than a world without wars. 

The idea of a world without wars is nothmg new. In all ages 

and in all lands, prophets and sages, or men eminent m wisdom have 

taught how to attain peace. A brief review at this stage of the 

growth of the idea of peace, or a war-less society, may serve te> 

supply the background of our study of the problems of world 

federat10n. 

Conf包ci拙 間dMencius 

In the Orient, Confucius 、.vholived m the years 551-479 B. C 

was a most outstanding example of a sage who taught the ideal of 

world peace in the era that Chma was all torn with wars. According 

to him, peace under heaven required peace withm each state, peace 

within a state required harmony in each family, and harmony ma 

family required moral life of each individual constitutmg the 

family. In short, to Confucius, morality of the individual was the 

basic condition of world peace Mencius, a teacher of the Confucian 

school, who lived m 372-289 B. C. went further than his master, m 

stress mg the need for Benevolence and Justice for governing a 

state m peace 

The precepts of Confucius for attaining world peace might well 

be summarized in the old Roman dictum Si vzs pacem, para pacem 

(If you wish peace, prepare for peace〕. In the days of Confuc10us 

liimself m China, however, the dominant political theory was not 
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to attain peace through the moral life of the md1viduals or by 

下racticingbenevolence as Confucius taught. The war-lords of the 

battle-age without exception believed in armament as the surest 

guarantees of security and peace. In this respect, they were more 

like the rulers of Rome who bel!eved that in order to attain peace, 

they must have arms. Their precept was embodied in the dictum 

.Si u日 pac由n,para bellum (If you wish peace, prepare for war). 

Let us recall the fact that the peace which lasted for four cenfunes 

・or more under Roman rule, known as“Pax Romana ”， was a peace 

enforced preemmently with the military strength of Rome. The 

・famous Roman roads were the most e旺ect1vemedia for quickly 

dispatching the chariots to suppress any rebelhon or insurrection at 

.great distances. 

On the other hand, the new point stressed by Mencius, namely 

Justise (or Righteousness〕， inadd1t10n to Benevolence emphasized 

by his master Confucius was m a way a revision which had its 

℃ounterpart in another Roman dictum : Sz vis声acem,cole justicium 

αf you w!Sh peace, cultivate justice). This 1s the motto of ILO 

・founded in 1919 after World War I. 

Space does not permit us to cover earlier ages either in the 

・Orient or in the Occident We will have to omit any account of 

1:he intervemng two thousand years and come to the period in 

Europe 、11heremedieval theocracy broke do、11n and the conception 

was taking shape to substitute for war a permanent and voluntary 

as so口ationof states. Here again, all we田 n attempt 1s a very 

.brief sketch of each plan. 

“Grand D3sign" of正knryIV 

First of these is the “Grand Design ”of Henry IV〔15531619〕．

'His proposal was to form a grand “Christian Republic ”of fifteen 

states, governed by a council of sixty-four plenipotentiaries holdmg 

-0flice for three ye官 S However, at th!S early stage of development 
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of modern nat10ns, the propo担 d“Repubhc”wasto consist, not of 

peoples, but of the rulers.“L’etat, c’est moi”was a common idea. 

among the kings in those days. Moreover, to this French monarch, 

the peace of the world which meant for him a happy status quo,. 

was to be mstalled only after the defeat of his rival, Austria 

Project of the Abbi Saint-Pierre 

Next comes the mteresting project of the Abb品 Saint-Pierre・

proposed in 1718. It was to form an alhance of sovereigns devoted 

to the mamtenance of things as they were. That is status quo・ 

agam. 

The preamble of the proiect read in part : 

“In order to obtain for themselves reciprocally a very 

considerable d1mumtion of their m1htary expenditure, while0 

increasing at the same time their security. 

In order to obtain for themselves re口procallya very considerable, 

mcrease of the annual pro自twhich will be produced by the contmuity 

and security of commer田．”

The ideas of reciprocity, security, reduction of military expendi-

ture, increase of the annual profit, etc., sound all fam1har to our 

ears of the latter 20th century. The two passages quoted above 

might be found m exactly the same forms in a document of the 

20th century mternational pourparler. According to Saint-Pierre’s 

plan, the states 、11ereto pledge never to resort to war to settle 

disputes, but to resort to mediat10n or concihation, and when that 

failed, to abide by the decision of the general assembly of the 

plenipotentiaries. In the event of violation of this agreement by a 

state, all the rest were to unite in war agamst the dehnquent state. 

Expenses were to be borne pro rata. Ordinary quest10ns could be 

decided by simple maiority, but revis10n of the covenant reqmred 

unammity. These are much like the provis10ns of the Covenant of 

the League of Nations two hundred years later. One provision iIL 
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Saint-Pierre’s proiect which was obiected to by Rousseau and others 

was that the union should “render prompt and adequate assistance 

to rulers and chief magistrates against seditious per回 nsand rebels.” 

William Penn’s“Plan for the Peace of Europe ” 
Another thought-provoking plan was launched in England a 

quarter of a century before that of the Abbe Saint-Pierre m France. 

It was“The Plan for the Pe沼.ceof Europe ”dated 1693 and written 

by William Penn (1644-1718〕， thepious Quaker statesman, wh<> 

was lauded by Montesquieu as “the modern Lycurgus ”. It was on 

a lofty m<>tivation and yet practical, being the product of the brains 

of a man who was a successful man of a旺airs,though a devout, 

non-resistant yet unyielding Quaker. Penn expounded the view that 

peace can be maintained by iustice alone and that government 

is synonymous with the prevention of disorder and the means of 

securing justice. The purposes of war are threeーtokeep, to recover, 

to add and while the last purpo配 isnot allowable, the自rsttwo 

demand adjudgement Justice requires, therefore, a Parliament of 

Europe where these cases may be adjudged, with the understanding 

that all members are to assist, by force, if necessary, m carrying 

out the sent回目Sof this parliament or court.”He took the position 

that in special circumstances, it might be advisable to enforce 

reduction of armament. In the recommendations of this remakable 

practical Quaker, we五ndthe suggestions for a three-fourths vote, 

配 cretballot, votmg・ power of states to be proportioned to the 

wealth of each state, etc. It is interesting to note that Penn’s 

proposal was・ not thrown into the waste basket at once, for, John 

Bellers, the ph1lanthorop1st and another Quaker, brought the plan 

in 1710 before Parliament m the五rstplace. 

“Eternal Peace ”砂 I抑制抑制lKant 
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Next we come to what looks hke a chmax in the period 

preceedmg World War I m tracmg the development of the idea of 

・a war-less world. It is the famous essay on“Eternal Peace ”by 

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) It IS known as“a classic of inter 

national government”. Less precise in its proposals than either 

Samt-P1erre or Penn but the Principles set forth in it by Kant are 

so clear that they may serve as the principles to guide the future 

peace movements. There are six prehmmary articles in his proposal 

which prohibit ．“The secret reservation of material for a future 

.war＇’in treaties ; the transfer of a state without its own consent , 

the standing army (eventually); the war loan; mterference with 

.the mternal struggles of other states ; and the employment of such 

.methods of hostility as would render future confidence impossible. 

There are three definimtlve articles which prescribe : 五回t,that 

“the civli constitution in every state should be repubh白川” second,

that a federation of fr田 statesshall be founded rather than a 

super-state ; and third, that the rights of men as citizens of the 

world shall be restricted to hospitality. 

It should be noted that Kant’s recommendations differ from 

those of his predecessors in that they attack the causes of war 

rather than providing substitute machinery. Imperialism had not 

reached the height of its malpracti田sin Kant’s life time. It took 

a whole century to reach its maturity, but Kant in his “Eternal 

Peace ”showed httle sympathy with imperialism. He condemned 

the inhumane treatment of the natives or aboriginal mhabitants 

of America, of Africa and in the East Indies by the Europeans who 

_introduced foreign troops and oppressed the natives, instigated the 

different states to wide-spread wars, famine, sedition, perfidy, and 

and all the litany of evils that can oppress the human race. 

Jere抑yBentham: A Plan for Universal and P回世•etual Peace 

Last to be remembered in this brief survey of the spread of the 
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idea of a war-less world is “A Plan for Universal and Perpetual 

Peace ”by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1833). The plan, published in 

part in 1789 contemplated the limitation of armants by general 

treaties, the e!immation of the colonial sys匝mand establishment of 

a combined legislature and world court which should enforce its 

decrees “by public opmion through the press and printed manifestos，＇’ 
and as a last resort by puttmg a state“under the Ban of Europe." 
We see m this liberal plan the seeds of the schemes which were 

adopted more than a century later by the League of Nations In 

the stormy period in which these ideas were sown, naturally they 

failed to take root. 

In the mneteenth century, the dynastic wars which had harassed 

Europe m the previous centuries had gradually ceased Struggles 

were now for nat10nality or, later, for imperial power and hegemony. 

As the result of the structural changes of society which followed 

Industrial Revolution, there was also the upsurge of working class 

movement m the nineteenth century and after The working class 

internationahsm began to bear precsure on international relations. 

By the time World War I broke out, the workmg class movement 

m Europe and America had grown so strong that the governments 

simply had to yield to the workers’demands for their participat10n 
at the peace conferences m laying the bases for durable peace 

The story of how the working class came to occupy seats of honor 

and of responsibility in the tripartite system of ILO is a fascinating 

one, but space does not permit us to enter mto those details. 

Fede.γal Ideas in Mo.γe Recant Periods 

We cannot give m this paper more than a cursory mention of 

the names of the men, either in the Orient or in the Occident, 

who contributed m one way or another to the development of the 

idea of a European Union or a world federat10n In Japan in the 

last days of the Tokugawas' shogunate, Satoh Shin-yen (1769-1850) 
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advocated through his book Udai Kondo Hisaku (Private Plans for・ 

World Federat10n) a world federal idea Later, in the early years 

of Meiji, Ono Azusa (1852“1886〕and Nakae Chomin (1847-1901), 

who were champ10ns of liberalism and of people’s rights, bravely 

argued that a united world government should be set up. 

In Europe, the devastation of the Napoleomc wars supplied the 

strongest impetus to the growth of the idea of European unity. 

The ideas formulated by Pitt of England and Czar Alexander of 

Russia need to be recalled. The sublime and yet deplorably 

unpractical 1deahsm of the Holy Alliance and how 1t failed to 

guarantee peace deserve to be remembered. Castlereagh, Wellington, 

Goethe, Mazzini, Louis Blanc, Cobden and Clarendon are among a 

score of the leading men of Europe who contributed to the spread 

of the thmkmg which culmmated in the grand idea of the Concert 

of Europe. More recently there is added the name of an Austrian 

Count, Coudenhove-Kalergi whose mother was a Japanese and who 

is known for his work “Pan-Europe ”（1923). Nor should we fall 

to give credit to H. G. Wells, the prolific writer of England, to 

whom a federated Europe was not a mere mirage, but a serious, 

practical proposal. Still more recently, America has produced a 

number of men of vrnion After that of Clarence Streit who wrote 

his “Umon Now”（1939), we must pay homage to Emery Reeves, 

author of a book of classic sigmficance “The Anatomy of Peace ” 
(1943), which all people seriously interested in world federation 

、.vouldbe 、.vel!advised to read through. 

Chapter III THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

The League of Nations, created after World War I, as the brief 

descript10n m the preceeding section has shown, was the consumma-

tion, as it were, of the peace-efforts of the hundred years that 

preceeded it. No smgle nat10n and no single individual must claim. 

the authorship of the idea. Nevertheless, no one can contest either 

the credit that is due to Woodrow Wilson, President of the United 

States, for having given birth to the League of Nations, the first 

world organ established for maintenance of peace 

An adequate treatment of this vast subject will require much 

space which we cannot afford to give in the present essay. We 

must content ourselves with but sketchy survey m order merely 

to introduce ourselves to the subiect of 、11orldfederat10n 

Wilson’s “Fourteen Points ” 
It may be recalled first that it was Wilson’s so called “Fourteen・ 

Points ”which not only hastened the termination of World War I 

but actually created the League of Nations. Point 1 of the Fourteen 

Points was the call for “Open covenants of peace, openly arrived 

at”and it was the last of the 14th Pomts which propnsed the settmg 

up of an association of nations to ensure permanent peace in the 

world. At the Peace Conference at Paris in 1919, this last proposal 

was embodied in the Peace Treaty, at Wilson’s insistence, constitut-

ing the缶百tChapter of the Treaty and all signatories of the 

Treaty were thereby compelled to be members of the newly organized 

world system, the League of Nat10ns. The matters stressed in the・ 

Fourteen Points were : 1. Abolition of secret diplomacy ; 2 Freedom 

of the seas ; 3. Removal of economic barriers , 4. Reduction of 

arm田nents, 5. Impartial adiustment of colonial claims ; 6. Evacuation 

of Russian territory, 7. Evacuat10n and restorat10n of Belgium ~ 
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8. Rend1t10n of Alsace Lorrame ; 9. Readiustment of Italian frontiers 

.along national lines ; 10. Autonomous development of the peoples 

of Austria-Hungary ; 11. Evacuat10n of Romania, Serbia and Monte-

negro , 12. Autonomous development of nationalities under Turkish 

rule ; 13. Establishment of an mdependent Poland with access to 

the sea and 14. Formation of an association of nations for permanent 

world peace. There is little doubt that the high promises of the 

Fourteen Points served to dismtegrate the war-worn central powers 

.and hastened the commg of armistice. 

“The Defeat in the Victoη” 

It is historically well known that at the Paris Conference of 

1919, Wilson, the great ideahst who went all the way from Washing-

・ton with the high hopes to reahze his Fourteen Pomts su旺ered

・defeat in dealing, not with the former enemies, but with the wily 

-Old statesmen representmg the Allied Powers. Wilson, the noble 

genuine and unsophisticated thinker, believing firmly in the feas1b11ity 

of durable peace by stre田 mgthe principles which were embodied 

マ：inhis Fourteen Points, and totally unacquamted with the tricks of 

.diplomacy of the old world, was simply“bamboozled＇’at Paris. 

Clemenceau from France, Lloyd George from Britain, and Orlando 

from Italy were all senior to Wilson not only m age but m expe-

nence of dealmg with political affairs of Europe and were such 

ョrealiststhat none of them would listen to Wilson. Clemenceau is 

recorded as having complained ．“The trouble with this American 

professor is that he talks like Jesus Christ f”He is said to have 

血 adethe remark elsewhere：“Wilson is worse than the Lord. 

The Lord has only ten (commandments) but Wilson has as many 

as fourteen.” 
The Alhes were mtent upon crushing or wreakmg vengeance on 

-Germany. For recovery from war damages, the old statesman of 

ぬeAllied Powers were planmng to place entire burden on Germany. 
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At the conference to lay out the plans for the postwar period, the 

Allies who had won the war had no intention of allowmg the 

Germans to participate in the conference itself. Their plans were 

all made in camera. Pomt 1 of the Four匝en Pom也・“Open

covenants of peace openly arrived at”was put aside already at the 

outset What happend to most other “Pomts ”can easily be imag-

ined. As the work of the conference progressed, it became mcre目

asingly clear that it was not a“peace conference ”m the sense of 

preparing for peace John Maynard Keynes who accompamed the 

British delegation saw this He sent m memos to the chief of his 

delegation, pointmg out the un wisdom of the wrong emphases 

laid by the Alhed Powers on economic and丑nancialmatters. As 

hrn repeated advices were unheeded and ignored, Keynes finally.・ 

resigned. He returned to London and wrote his historic work, 

“The Economic Consequences of the Peace ヘwhichwas a warning 

or prophesy that a war, instead of pea四， wouldbe the inevitable-

consequence of the “Peace Treaty.＇’ Anther book of ominous 

significance which appeared after the Paris Conference was“The 
Defeat in the Victory ”by George D. Heron, who had previously 

been an ardent admirer of Wilson, but whp now turned against 

him and condemned the fateful work or failure of Wilson at Paris. 

Despite all the disappomtments, however, the Paris conference・ 

was not a complete defeat for Wilson, for, of his Fourt臼enPomts, 

the last, the 14th Point was saved and the League of Nations was 

brought mto being, as an integral part of the Peace of Versailles. 

All the signatory powers of the Peace Treaty had to and did become 

the orig10nal members of the League of Nations. One exception, a 

mo3t deplorable and fatal defe:tion for the League of Nations, was 

the United States. Though it was the President of the United 

S担teswho sponsored it, the Senate of the United Sta恒Schose for・ 

America not to join this new world organ for peace. 
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Machinery and Aims of the League of Nations 

Structually, the League of Nations, set up for preventing wars 

<ind for mamtainmg world peace, was an extremely simple mechanism 

considering the size and variety of the task assigned to it. This can 

be said, particularly when it is compared with the complex 

mechanism of the Umted Nat旧国 There were three organs in the 

structure of the League of Nations the Assembly, the Council and 

a permanent Secretariat. There was created also the Internat10nal 

Labor Organization (!LO〕， aspart of the League of Nations, to 

which all members of the League were to belong, the objective of 

the orgamzat10n being to deal with all labor questions equitably, on 

the theory that lastmg world p岡田requiredthe foundation of social 

justice which the !LO is set up to ensure There was also another 

world organ created, namely, the Permanent Court of International 

Justice, to hear and determme any dispute of an international 

.character. That was all. 

The Task a.田ignedto the new world organizaiton, or its aim, 

was a grand or grand10se one, as expressed m the Preamble to the 

-Covenant of the League of Nat10ns. It read : 

“THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES 

In order to promote mternat10nal co operation and to achieve 

mternat10nal p回目 andsecurity by the acceptance of obligat10n 

not to resort to war, by the prescnpt10n of open, just and 

honorable relations between nations, by the firm est油hshment

of the understanding of mternat10nal la、vas the actual rule of 

conduct among Governments, and by the maintenance of justice 

and a scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings 

of organized peoples with another, agree to this Covenant of 

the League of Nations.” 
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Membersh争mthe League was open to all the Signatories of 

the Peace Treaty and other States named in the Annex and any 

other fully self-governed state, admitted with agreement of two-thirds 

・Of the Assembly. 

The Assembly would consist of the representatives (three from 

each state, but with one vote〕ofthe members of the League 

The Council was to consist of representatives of the “Principal 
Alhed and Associated Powers”〔whichwere the United States, the 

British Empire, France, I阻lyand Japan〕togetherwith repr田entatives

of four other members of the League selected from time to time 

by the Assembly. This meant that the above-named宣.vecountries 

were entitled to permanent seats m the Council. 

Voting “All matters of procedure”of the Assembly or of the 

Council could be decided by simple majority vote, but the general 

rule (known田 the“UnammityR叫e”） was that“decisions at any 
meeting of the Assembly or of the Council shall require the 

agreement of all the members of the League represented at the 

宜leetmg’t

The Sec問 lariat,set up at Geneva, the seat of the League of 

Nations was under the direction of the Secretary General. The 

iirst appomtee to this post as laid down in the Treaty was a 

Britisher, Sir Enc Drummond. 

The Funct加ts As a function of primary importance of the 

League of Nations, Reduction of armaments was the first item 

provided for in the Covenant (Article 8〕andin that connect10n, a 

Permanent Militaη Comm俗 zonwas to be created to deal e旺ectively

with milit町 y, naval and air questions generally (Article 9) 

Guarantees agai>日tAggression was the next big item to which many 

provisions were laid down (Articles 10-11). In case of aggression, 

or in case of any threat or danger of aggression, the Council was 

the first organ to advise upon theロleansto preserve the territorial 

integrity and political independence of the states. Arbitration of 

d地uteswas provided for (Articles 13-15〕； alsominute provisions 
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on Sanctions agamst a state violatmg the Covenant were laid down 

(Article 16). As regards the peoples inhabitmg the colonies and 

territories which ceased to be under the rule of certain powers 

after the war in consequence of the Peace Treaty, it was declared 

that“the well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred 

trust of civilization”〔Article22). Those colomes and territories 

were divided among certam powers as Mandatories on behalf of 

the League and were assigned the duty of tutelage in the areas 

under their mandate. Giving e旺ectto this provisiol), a Mandatoηp 

Commission was created in the League. Finally there was an 

article (Article 23〕whichmentioned the obligation of the members 

of the League a) to secure fair and humane conditions of labor, b〕

to secure ;ust t河 atmantof the native inhabit仰 tsof territories 

under their control, c) to submit to the sup町 v1s10nof the League 

the traffic in women and children and ・the traffic in opium and 

other dangerous drngs, d) to submit to the League’s supervision 

the traffic問 armsand ammuniti，叩， e)to secure freedom ザ

communzcati・onsand of transit and f〕totake steps m matters of 

international concern for the Preventwn and control of d前田e.

Did the League“fail”P 

With these provisions solemnly laid down in the Covenant, did 

the League of Nations succeed in carrymg out its mISsion > 

Generally, people are apt to say that the League of Nations was a 

“failure”and the reason for such a verdict hes almost solely m 

the fact that the League did not succeed in preventmg the outbreak 

of World War II. Smce one of the principal aims; or the prmc1pal 

aim, of the League was in the political domam to prevent wars, 

nobody can deny .the failure of the League in the political domain, 

though the League might deserve high commendations on its. 

achievements in social, humamtarian and perhaps even in inter-

nat10nal economic spheres. Then, why did the League fail田 sadly
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m the political domam? In the present essay，、N"ehave to dispense 

with the account of the series of unfortunate events that happened 

m the course of so皿etwenty years, leading to World War II and 

to the final collapse of the League of Nations. All we need and 

can do here 1s to analyze the causes of the d。、N"nfallof the League 

of Nations. This is because what we are primarily interested m is 

to see next what improvements Shave been made in the United . 

Nations and what one should warn. against in planning for a world 

federal government if the United Nations is found still inadequate 

in spite of the multiple improvements made. 

Chapter IV CAUSES OF“FAILURE”OF THE LEAGUE OF 

NATIONS 

The immediate causes of the failure of the League of Nations, 

almost anyone would say, were the rise of the Axis Powers and 

the wars of aggression which they waged. However, was that 

really the ca悶 gof the downfall of the world peace organ called 

the League of Natrnns > Had the Japanese army not entered 

Manchuria m 1931 or had Germany not dared to re町田byabrogating 

the Versailles Treaty m 1935 and not broken mto Poland in 1939, 

would the League have succeeded m maintammg peace ? This is 

not to condone or justify the miht町 yaggression of Germany, Japan 

or any other natrnn that vrnlated the sanctity of mternational 

agreements, but simply to remmd ourselves of the stern reahty 

that in many cases, a war is a result, rather the cause, of cumulative 

ills which had not been redressed e訂 lier. Brief references to the 
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Pans Peace Conference m the preceedmg pages suggested that the 

Peace Treaty of Versailles was no treaty for peace, but one 

germinating another war. 

From such a pomt of view, we analyze below the circumstances 

which led either directly or indirectly to the weakening and ultimate 

failure of the League of Nat10ns. “Causes ”of the failure is, 

frankly, an inaccurate and mappropriate expression, but for want 

of a better term, we will use it. Now, the causes may be roughly 

d1v1ded mto two categories. On the one hand, there are those which 

can be traced back to the errors or misdeeds of the Paris Conference 

On the other, there are fatal deficiencies m the constitution or 

structure of the League of Nations Neither cf these should recur 

in出eplan of the future world organ for peace. We will call the 

former, the “Remote (or basic〕 causes”皿d the latter, the 

“Constitutional (or structural) causesぺ Oftenthe two are msepa 

rable, but let us enumerate them below under these two headmgs ・ 

R叩 totecauses 

(1〕 Retaliatoη Characterof the Peace of Versailles 

A peace treaty, for the sake of its permanency, should be as far 

free as possible from any retaliatory or vmd1ct1ve sentiment. The 

severe territorial arrangements, the heavy mdemnity imposed on 

Germany, etc. by the Paris conference, left the impress10n of a 

retaliatory treaty which is inconsistent with peace. 

(2〕 Peacesigned too soon This is closely related to (1) above 

The war psychology of fear and hatred was still rife and had not 

subsided when the peace was formulated m Paris 

(3) Sense of“betrayal”側 thepart of the Vanquished Nations 

The high or rosy expectations of the nations defeated in the war 

which were aroused by Wilson’s speeches and by his Fourteen 

Po in ts were not met in Paris A sense of“betrayal ”by the Allied 

Powers spread among the defeated nations. 
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(4) Un－問。lismof Wilson and Po叩erPolitics of the Allies 

・This is closely related to〔3). The naive and unrealistic 1deahsm 

of W ii son expressed in such pronouncements as the principle of 

“self-determination ”of peoples led to the abuse of the pnnc1ple 

by the Alhed Powers which were pursuing the old fashioned power 

pohtics of the 19th century. 

(5〕 Colo間ia/Imperialism of the Major All昭dPo凶ers

・The maior Allied Powers were practicmg colonial imperialism for 

themselves while denying it to the defeated nations. This gave 

nse eventually to the claim, among others, of the“Have-Nots” 
against the “Haves ”by the Axis powers. 

(6) Domination by the big European Po叩8均

World War I was, despite its name, essentially a war among the 

European powers. In the peace-scheme of Paris, i. e the League 

of Nations, mev1tably the more advanced, big European powers 

played the leading roles, which mc1dentョllyled to the domination 

m the League by the big European Powers, and the resentment by" 

the lesser nations of Europe as well as the non-European 下回wers.

(7〕 Rae必lInequality 

During the Paris Conference, Japan proposed the establishment of 

the prmciple of racial equality, but this was rejected. Although 

-questions of racial discrimination never came to a head at the 

League of Nations, the need for the establishment of the principle 

was always present. 

(8) Da伊 zdenceon the St開ngthof A11附

All nations m the early 20th century were unquestionably dependmg 

on the strength of arms. The time-honored concept that“might 

is right ”was still the widely accepted precept among the nations. 

The League of Nations was not completely free from this when it 

provided for the use of arms as the last resort in both prevention 

-0f agg町田ionand sanctions to be applied to a nation ad3udged as 

aggressor by the Council. It may be recalled that Jeremy Bentham, 

some 130 years before the Pans Conference was advocating a scheme 
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of enforcement <if the decisions of“combined legislature and work! 
court ”. His proposal was not to resprt to arms, but to deal with 

the cases“by public opinion through the press and prmted man1fe-
stos”and “出 alast resort”加 puta state“under the Ban of 

Europe ”. Had the world in 1919 advanced or retrogressed since 

Bentham made his pro pc sal in 1789 ? 

(9) Primacy of National Interest and Sovereignty 

“My country, right or wrong”was unfortunately the concept or 

teaching still umversally accepted in 1919. Primacy of national 

interest was uncontested anywhere and in that connection, the 

extreme idea of absolute national sovereignty prevailed. An 

mdependent nation 1s its own master, dictated by no other authority; 

it must have its own, autonomous government and 1t must defend 

itself. This was a philosophy of the 19th century, fully accepted. 

by the Paris Peace Conference when 1t formulated the Covenant of 

the League of Nations. The League of Nat10n was not a super-state 

authority. This expalins the reason for the “unanimity rule ”which 

paralyzed the League of Nations m times of crises and the League’s 

failure to make any headway for disarmament, whereas universal 

disarmament was the .prereqmsite for lasting peace 

〔10〕Lastly,as the most important basic cause of the failure of 

the League of Nations, we must mention the Multtal M古trust

among the nations. The League lacked any defimte policy or 

comprehensive and e旺ectiveprogram to combat the worst enemy of 

peace mutual mistrust. 

ConstituU叩 αlDefect加担

Under this heading; we will discuss the deficiencies in the 

constitution or structure of the League of Nat10ns which led to its 

自国ldownfall. ・Some are results of the circumstances traceable 

.back to the. Paris Conference while many. arise from the lack of or 

deficiencies in the provisions of the Covenant Dozens of such items 
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担 aybe mentioned, but we must content ourselves with mentioning 

the江ioreoutstanding of the defections. 

(1) Lack of unive悶alityof membe四h争

:Strange as it may seem, in the early years, the League behaved 

as if it were reluctant even to admit all nat10ns. Germany at any 

rate was not admitted to memb ership till 1926. Soon, however, 

the League began to feel keenly the need for havin['" all nations 

jom the orgamzat10n for its effectiveness. The continued refusal 

.of the Umted States to affiliate was senously regretted. When 

Germany, Italy and Japan began to withdraw one after another, it 

seemed as though the League began to awaken suddenly to the 

necessity of ensuring universality of membership, for fear that the 

withdrawal of these major powers might m the end wreck the 

whole structure. The papers m England began to write about the 

“League of Some Nations ”in Geneva. It was not as a light 1oke 

but implying a sense of derision in some ways that such a phrase 

was used. 

(2) The L1agi柑 asa part of the Versaillesりstem

Wilson’s insisting on the mcorporation of the Covenant of the 

'League of Nations m the peace treaty was of course to ensure that 

all nations, including those that had participated in the war should 

belong to the organizat10n to ensure a lasting peace The tragedy. 

11es m that he 、＂asnaive enough not to realize that the peace of 

Versailles was in the eyes of many nations, so iniquitous an 

.arrangement that it was destined to be demolished. Dospite血 y

good mtentions behind the peace organ, it was Ill・fated because the 

:nations which were dissatis丑edwith the Treaty of Versailles were 

rising before long to overthrow the whole structure. Later events 

・showed that it was a mistake to combine the charter of world 

org田iizationof the future with a treaty which was to settle the 

.dispute of the past. 

(3) The Unanimity Rule 

As already explamed, being formulated at a penod in world history 
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、-vhenthe concept of nat10nal sovereignty 、11asat its height, the, 

scheme of the League of Nations could not be a thmg that superseds 

that preponderant doctrine. Presumably, no nation would have 

cared to join the new world orgamzation if 1t were regarded as a 

super state, delimiting in some ways the sovereignty of the member・ 

states. The consequence of all this was the unanimity rule, which 

the ensuing events showed was a most fateful rule, which virtually 

paralyzed the League at crucial periods It was this rule which 

enabled Japan to invade Manchuria with impunity or without any 

e百ectiverestramt of the Lea;me of Nations. 

( 4) Preponderance of the Council and Inadequate Po出回・sof' 

the Assembly 

The Council, consisting largely of世田 bigpowers which had won• 

the war, though a small number of nat10ns could occupy seats in 

the Council by election for a short period, not only gave the 

impression of bemg dommated but could m fact not help bemg: 

dominated by them. Moreover, the Council had more dominant 

roles to play than did the Assembly in matters of crucial importance 

This was resented by the other powers and that was not conducive 

to the stability of the League of Nations. 

〔5) No Policing Po回目

The Covenant contamed provisions concernmg guaranties against 

aggression a旺ectmgterritorial mtegrity and pohtical mdependence 

of a nation, provisions concernmg action in case of war or threat 

of war, etc Actions could be taken upon the “advice ”of the 

Council by the states members of the League, but the League 

lacked the machmery corresponding to the police force of the 

various nat10ns. Any action to restram or resist aggression or 

other d1sastera a百ectingmternational peace could be taken under 

the League only by the consent and willing cooperation of each 

member state after the outbreak of a disaster, or only after the 

League was notified of the threat of such a disaster. The later 

experience of the League has shown that this lack of a proper,. 
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permanent policing machinery m the scheme of the League of 

Nations was almost a fatal defection. 

(6) No ras肌 7惜

Despite the great trust laid on the poss1biht1es of the League to 

mamtam peace, at Pans, there was no nat10n willing to endow 

the new world organization with su伍dentmaterial or宣nancial

resources to ensure its survival in田町 ofthe outbreak of a war 

lasting for some length of time. Were the drafts men so confident 

of the e伍cacyof the new machinery that they believed no war 

could break out henceforth' Or, that if a war did break out, it 

could not last any length of time ? In any回 se,as it worked 

out, the entire machmery of the League of Nations was to be 

叩 eratedwith the moneys contributed by the states-members y回 r

by year. In other words, to put it bluntly, the League of Nations 

was livmg on a“hand to mouth ”basis. There were not a small 

number of nations which were not paying their dues for years. 

Defaulting members could be自nallyexpelled from membership and 

the result from such a d1sciphnary action was the weakening of 

the League of Nations itself. 

(7) A Leag，明。fG間関甘即mis

The name given to the new organization-the“League of Nat10ns＇’ 
was a misnomer. It was not a league where the peoples or nations 

are directly repres訓 itedas this wording leads one to beheve, but 

an orgamzat1on consisting of the governments, or of the representa-

t1ves of the governments in power at the time the various organs 

of the League met to discuss and decide any questions of international 

concern. In these matters we need to be realistic and remember 

that m most countries, except the U S.S. R. and other totalitarian 

states, there are usually two or more political parties, often of 

diametrically opposed tendenc旧民 i.e one conservative and the other 

progressive or radical. They are expected to and do take turns. 

The result is that the stand taken by the representatives of a 

country at the League of Nat10ns one year may be completely 
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reversed by the representatives of the same country another year. 

Often it is the domestic politics in the countryαoncerned which 

led to the change of世田 government,and such changes mev1tably 

affect the internat10nal situation. Moreover, the representatives 

of a government do not always reflect the views, or the shades of 

opimon of the nation. How to redress the errors which result 

from this 1s a d伍cultproblem but this problem will have to be 

borne m mind m planning a world government. 

C 8 ) A EurojJe-centered oタ'f{anization

Because European nations were far more advanced industrially and 

in m町1yother ways than the nations outside of Europe, one might 

say that it was only natural that the peoples of European nationality 

should play more important roles than the nat10nals of the extra-

European countries. However, when English and French were 

adopted as the two o伍ciallanguages畳rstm the International 

Labor Organization of the League of Nations, it did give nse to 

some feelmg among other nat10ns than the British and French. 

When it was found out later that m consequence of this rule, m 

the various bureaus of the organization, there was a great 

preponderance of the British and French nat10nals, something l!ke 

a r田 entmentdid arise among the staff members of nat10nalit!es 

other than British or French. Unfortunately, it is these seemingly 

petty incidents that contributed to ho3tlle sentiments in the 

organizat10n 

(9〕 Machinerytoo s捌，pze

The experience of the twenty years till the outbreak of the war 

in Europe showed that the machinery of the League of Nat10ns was 

all too mechamstic and simple to cope with the highly complex 

problems of international relations 
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Chapter V THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS 

As compared w1 th吐iemachmery of the League of Nations, 

the machinery of the newly created Umted Nations is exceedingly 

complex, as 1s clear from the attached chart Moreover, the firm 

determination of the nations which participated in the founding of 

the United Nations after the dissolution of the League of Nations 

to save the future generations of立ianfrom the disasters of war 

is cl回 rfrom the wordmg of the Preamble to the Charter of the 

Umted Nations, which 1s quoted m full below. 

F開俣咽：bleto the Charleγ 

“CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED 

to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which 

twice in our life-time has brought untold sorrow to mankind, 

and to rea伍rmfaith in fundamental human rights, m the 

dignity and worth of the human persnn, m the equal nghts of 

men and women and nations large and small, and to establish 

conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations 

ansmg from treaties and other sources of internat10nal law 

can be maintained, and to promote social progress and better 

standards of life m larger freedom 

AND FOR THESE ENDS 

to practice tolerance and live together m peace wi仕lone another 

as good neighbours, and 

to umte our strength to maintam international peace and 

security, and to ensure, by the accep回nceof principles and the 

institut10n of methods, that armed force shall not be used, save 

in the common mterest, and to employ mternat10nal machinery 
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for the promotion of the economic, social advancement of all 

peoples, 

HA VE RESOLVEDτひ COMBINEOUR EFFORTS TO ACCDM-

PUSH THESE AIMS. 

Accordmgly, our respective Governments, through repr田閉じ

atives assembled in the city of San Francisco, who have 

exhibited their full powers found to be in good and due form, 

have agreed to the present charter of the United Nations and 

do hereby estabhsh an mternat10nal organization to be kno、11n
as the Umted Nations.” 

In the Charter of the Umtde Nat10ns, m comparison with the 

Covenant of the League of Nat10ns, we find of course, important 

differences, many of which will be admitted as improvements, 

although in essence, the Purposes and Prmciples as laid down in 

Chapter I of the Charter remam largely the same as in the Covenant 

Thus in Article 1, for the貧困mtenance.of peace and security, the 

idea of collective security is stressed; the principle of equal nghts 

and self-determination of peoples is enunciated, special mention is 

made of the aim to further mternat10nal cooperation in solving 

international problems of an economic, social, cultural or humam-

tarian character and in promotmg respect for human rights and 

for fundamental freedoms for all“without distmction as to race, 

sex, language or relig10n”. This last point is particularly mterestmg 

as we recall that in the Covenant of the League of Nations, 

there was no promise of an equal treatment for all races of men. 

In Article 2, as a guidmg principle for the Organization and its 

members，“the sovereign eq uahty of all its members ”is ment10ned 

first. All members are to“refrain m their international relations 

from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity 

or political mdependence of any state”， but let us recall that m 

the preamble to the charter quoted above was a passage which 
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read “that armed force shall not be used, save in the common. 

mtere•t ”. This clearly means that the United Nations as a body 

does not categorically deprecate the resort to arms paァse. Finally 

under the Principles of the Umted Nations as laid down Article 2, 

there is a provis10n which reads m part：“Nothing contamed in the 

present Charter shall authorize the United Nations m matters which 

are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state. ”． 

As regards Membership in the United Nations, much hke m the 

Covenant of the League, the Charter has, beside the provisions 

for adhesion and withdrawal, minute provisions for suspension and 

expulsion of members as sanctionary measures. Should a world 

orgamzation whose prestige and power rest on the universality 

of membership allow its members to withdraw at their own volition? 

This is a question which requires mvestigation at the same time as 

the question on the wisdom of expulsion of a delinquent member, 

which has the e旺ectof weakening the world orgamzat10n itself. 

A big change m the Umted Nations as oompared with the 

League of Nations is found in the multiplicity as well as the extent 

of the functions of the newly created organs There are six organs 

of the central importance I. The Security Counctl ; 2. The General 

AssembJy ; 3. The Economic and Social Council ; 4. The Trustee-

ship Council; 5. The International Court of Justice and 6. The 

Secretariat. Composition and functions of these organs will be 

explamed brie自y,to show particularly what alterations or improv-

ements have been made since the League of Nations. 

The General Assembly's funct10ns are largely the same as those 

of the Assembly of the League. One thing which requires special 

note is Article 12 which reads : 

“While the Security Counctl 1s exer口sing m respect of any 

dispute or situat10n the functions assigned to it m the present 

charter, the General Assembly shall not make any recommend・ 

at ion、mthregard to that dispute or situation unless the Security 

Council so requests.” 
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Plainly this provision places the General Assembly in a position 

subsidiary to that of the Security Council on crucial matters of a 

-dispute. 

As regards the compcsition of the delegates to the General 

Assembly from each state-member, it will be ,recalled that under 

the Covenant, three delgates were to be sent from each state. In 

the Charter of the United Nations, the provision is that “Each 
担問ibershall have not more than五verepresentatives m the 

.Ceneral Assembly." 

The Secu1ぜか Councilin the United Nations, consisting of eleven 

members of the organization, takes the place of Coundl of the League 

-of Nations, which at自rstconsisted of nine members. The Security 

・Council is composed of宣vepermanent and six elected members. 

The宣vepermanent members are the Repubhc of China, France, the 

Umon of Soviet Socialiat Repubhcs, the United Kmgdom of Great 

:Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America. 

As regards the Functions and Powers of the Security Council, 

'it is laid down (Article 24〕that“inorder to ensure prompt and 

・effective action, the members confer on the Security Council primary 

responsibihty for the mamtenance of mternatrnnal peace and security, 

.and m carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security 

・Council acts on their behalf.”Further, it is laid down that“the 
members of the Umted Natrnns agree to accept and carry out the 

decisions of the Security Council m accordan目 別ththe present 

Charter." Under these provisions, in the United Nations, the 

.Security Council has powers far adove those of the Assembly, as 

the Council did m the League of Natrnns. 

As regards Voting, the Charter of the United Nations has 

prov1s10ns which are peculiar to this organ回世10n. Under Article 

・27, each member of the Council has one vote. Decisrnns of the 

Security Council or procedural matters are made by an a伍rmative

vote of any seven, out of the eleven members of the Council. 

However, dec1s10ns of the Security Council on all other matters 
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must be made by an a伍rmativevote of seven members mcluding 

the concurnng votes of the permanent members This meant m 

practice that ariy one of the five permanent members・ could vote 

against any plan laid before the Council. This is known as thee 

“開toりstem＇’This1s one of the fateful or fatal provisions which 

had the effect of paτalyzing the whole machinery of the United 

Nat10ns. The onginal mtent10n of the draftsmen of the Charter 

m inserting this provisions was to make sure that no important 

dec1s10n shall be taken by the Umted Nations without unammous 

support of every one of the major powers which constituted the 

Security Council. No one foresaw, however, that very soon a. 

serious spilt would occur between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., 

and that the veto powers would be used, or abused, by one of the 

two powers, with the result of paralyzing the entire mechanism. 

The 1romcal and regrettable thmg in this situation is that 1f 

anyone proposed to amend the Charter in order to remove this. 

defect10n〔ofthe abuse of the veto system), the procedure of 

amendment requires the submission of the text of the proposed 

amendment to the vote of the General Assembly. It has to be 

“adopted by a vote of two thirds of the members of the Generel 

Assembly and rati日edin accordance with their respective constitu-

tional processes by two thirds of the members of the United Nations, 

mcludmg all the permanent members of the Security Council." 

Is there any likelihood of adoption by the Council members of 

an amendment purportmg to remove or restrain the rights of vet<> 

of the powers which have been making frequent use of them? 

The past experience 1s conclusive in this respect. The likelihood, 

we must say, is very slight 

Creation of the Economic and Social Council as a body separate・ 

from the Council is a happy departure from the Covenant of the・ 

League of Nations, under which the Council was assigned the 

impossible task of dealmg with the vast variety of internat10nal 

economic and so口alquestions It consists of eighteen members, a 
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third of whom are elected every thre含 yearsby the Geeral Assembly. 

It creates Commissions in ecanomtc and social fields and for the 

promot10n of human nghts. It deals with the thirteen or more 

Specialized Agencies in order to promote international cooperation 

in the specialized areas. It consults with the scores of the non-

governmental organizations which are also workmg for more fruitful 

international cooperation. We will have to recognize the great 

achievements of the United Nat10ns in the various fields ‘covered by 

those internat10nal agencies. 

The Trusteeshか Councilhas been created m place of the 

Mandates Commrns10n of the League of Nations. The system 

elaborately worked out under the United Nations will deserve 

commendat10n There 1s now more serious work done under the 

United Nations to promote the political, economic, social and 

・educational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories. 

The International Court qグjusticehas been established as the 

prmcipal judicial organ of the Umted Nat10ns. 

Finally like in the League of Nations, a permanent Sacretmぜd

has been established in New York instead of Geneva The Secretariat 

comprises a Secretary General and staff comprising men and 

women of various nat10naltties. In the performance of their duties, 

the Secretary General and the sta旺 must not seek or receive 

instruct10ns from any governmcnt or any other authority external 

to the orgamzation. In this respect the Secretariat of the United 

Nations 1s much like that of the former League of Nations. The 

work of the late Secretary General Hammersjold and the competent 

sta百 underhis command has umversally been highly regarded. 

Now, after this hurried review of the structure and funct10ns of 

the newly created Umted Nations, let us proceed to recapitulate 

the features, or points, which might be regarded as“improvements” 

of the United Nations as compared with the League of Nations. 

Incidentally, we might also point out any serious defections which 

.are found at the same time 
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Chapter VI. IMPROVEMENTS MADE AND THE PROBLEMS 

STILL SMARTING IN THE UNITED NATIONS 〔I)

The B由化 Jmprovemenお andDifficulties 

As we did m the appraisal of the League of Nations, we may 

now review the main difficulties confrontmg the United Nat10ns, 

dividing those difficulties under two categories: one, those di旺1culties

which are basic, rooted more m the past history and perhaps in 

the very prmciples on which the organ was conceived and two, 

those that stem from the structure of the organization. These 

are the difficulties which remams still despite the many impro-

vements made in the UN which are explained in the same 

connection. 

(1) Punitive Character of the Peace We pointed out the 

“retaliatory character ”of the Peace of Versailles. Now, what 

was the nature .of the Peace of San Francisco of 1953フ Wasthere 

a sense of vengeance or of retahation on the part of the Alhes in 

the Peace Treaty, which they, under the leadership of the Umted 

States，。旺eredto Japan? 

Well, as to the pumtive character of the Peace of San Francisco, 

there 1s not the least doubt, 1f the terms of the Potsdam Declarat10n 

of 26 July 1945 are rec泡lied. The Declaration stipulated emphatically 

that“the authority and influence of those who have deceived 

and misled the people of Japan into embarking on world conquest” 

must be “elimmated for all time ”. Tapan must show “convincing 
proof that Japan’s warmakmg power 1s destroyed.” Japanese 

sovereignty henceforth would be limited to the four mam islands 

and only the mmor islands adia田ntto them. “Stern justice”would 

be meted out to all war cnmmals mcluding those who had visited 

cruelties upon the war prisoners. The Japanese mihtary forces would 

be completely disarmed. Japan would be permitted to maintain 

such industries as would sustain her economy and permit the 
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exaction of iust reparations in kmd, but not those which would 

enable her to rearm for war. Japan would be under occupation of 

the Allied Forces until these objectives have been accomplished. 

The above is the gist of the terms for Japan’s surrender and 

the paragraphs which stated the terms (6-18〕wereprefixed by a 

paragraph〔5)which read ：“Following are our terms. We will 

not deviate from them. There are no alternatives. We shall brook 

no delay.” 
These were the terms of surrender, which of course were 

humiliatmg to the military leaders who had led Japan mto the war. 

Hesitancy on their part to accept these terms was clear at least 

from the delay of Japan’s reply which回 methrough the mtermediary 

of the Swiss government to Secretary of State Byrnes of the U S. 

on August 10, 1945, after the bombs had been dropped on Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki. To the acceptance reply of the Japanese government 

transmitted through the Swiss authority was attached a statement 

of an“understanding”on the part of the Japanese government 

concerning the future position of the Emperor. This pomt will be 

discussed later. 

If the terms of surrender (which were confirmed by the 

Instrument of Surrender on September 2, 1945) seemed harsh or 

humiliatmg to吐1ewar leaders and punitive in general nature, would 

that necessarily lead to田rotherwar, or to the overthrow of the 

new peace orgamzatton, the United Nations? This point will also 

be exammed later. 

問 P師団 signednot too叩冊、 but 柑ithf四sh P~ぬl捌S 闘4

酎出：ieties

The Versailles Treaty was s11med too soon, before the frenzied war 

psychology had had time to subside. Having learned from that 

experience, this time, the Alhes, and more particularly the United 

States, did not wish to hurry for signing a peace treaty with either 

Germany or Janpa. The result, however, was that sixteen years 

after her surrender, Germany has no peace treaty as yet. In the 
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case of Japan, a peace treaty was o百eredto Japan under cir cu -

mstances which were awkward. It seemed to the outside wor!c! 

as though it were the outbreak of a war in Korea m 1950, in 

which the United States forces were experiencing untold hardships, 

that awakened the U. S authorities to the need of suddenly restormg 

a status of mdependence to Japan so. that the Japanese forces might 

be used to restore and preserve peace in this area Such a motive 

in the offer of a peace treaty to any country might well have been 

deemed legitimate and uncontested, had 1t not been for the so called 

“MacArthur Constitution”which Japan adopted in 1946 with the 

blessings of General Douglas MacAuthur, Supreme Commander for 

the Alhed Powers. Under that Constitut10n, Japan renounced war 

as a sovereign nght of the nation and the threat or use of force 

as means of settling international disputes. Moreover, under this 

Constitution, Japan would not maintam land, sea or air forces nor 

any war potential. Young Japanese are dreadmg Japan’s return to 

militarism They are opposed to any move that smacks of 

militarism. 

The difficulty m this situation arose from the fact that at the 

same time as the Peace Treaty, the United States wanted Japan to 

sign the Mutual Security Pact which m the mind of those who 

opposed it, was in the nature of a military alliance. How could 

Japan enter such an alliance without violatmg the Constitution? 

It was the question of Japan's partJcipat10n m such an alliance that 

split the Soc1ahst party and the national trade umon movement into 

two opposite camps. As仕ieSecurity Pact had unmistakably the 

U. S. S. R. as the potential enemy, it was only natural that the 

U.S. S R refused to sign the Peace Treaty which was offered to 

Japan along with the Security Pact. In other words, by signing the 

Security Pact with the U.S. A., Japan difinitely became a part of 

the bloc of the Western nations, hostile to the U.S. S. R. 

W1出 thealignment of Japan with the western nations which 

largely resulted from this in the divided world, series of fresh 
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problems which baffle Japan have arisen. 

(3〕 No“betrayal”th白 t加e

It is perhaps true that among the nat10ns that were defeated in 

World War I and amongst those who had had blind faith in the 

lofty pronouncements of Wilson and in the Fourteen Points, after 

the Treaty of Versailles, a sense of betrayal did spread. Arter 

World War II, one can confidently say that nothmg comparable to 

that happened. There was no Wilson, fortunately or unfortunately. 

Incidentally, we referred earlier to the communication from the 

Japanese government on the”understanding ”on the part of the 

Japanese government in acceptmg the Potsdam Declaration as the 

condition of surrender. The pertinent passage of the document 

read ．“The Japanese government are ready to accept the terms 

enumerated in the jomt declaration which was issued at Potsdam 

on July 26, 1945…・ withthe understandmg that the said declaratmn 

does not comprise田1ydemand which pre3udices the prerogatives of 

His Majesty as a Sovereign Ruler". The reply to this Japanese 

offer of surrender addressed by Secretary of State Byrnes on behalf 

of the Allied Powers and transmitted through the Swiss authority 

to the Japanese government read m part：“With regard to the 

)apanese governments’message accepting the terms of the Potsdain 
Proclamation but containing the statement“with the understanding 
that ....ヘ ourposition 1s as follows : 

“The ultimate form of government of Japm shall, m accor・ 

dance with the Potsdam Declaration, be established with the freely 

expressed will of the Japanese people” 
A careful readmg of the reply of the Secretary of State above 

shows that there was no commital of any kind in the reply. The 

“understanding ”of the Japanese government was a unilateral 

understanding. These points were clarified further by President 

Truman’s statement made on August 14, 1945, which began by 

declaring ：“I have received this afternoon a message from the 

Japanese government in reply to the m田sageforwarded to that 
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宮：overnmentby the Secretary of State on August 11. I deem this 

reply a full acceptance of吐lePotsdam Declaration which spec1f1es 

the unconditional surrender of Japan. In the reply there is no 

.qualifi田 tion....” 
It is true that under the new Cnnstitution, the position or the 

prerogatives of the Emperor have undergone some drastic changes, 

though Japan remains a constitutional monarchy. Has this given 

rise anywhere to a sense of “betrayal ”by the allies ? 

(4) Po出erPolitics and Colonial Imperial白mof the All開S

President W 1lson、wasa unique character in history. Fortunately or 

unfortunately in World War II, there was no man of the caltbre of 

Woodrow Wilson in a position of comparable responsibility as he 

was in. In stead of Wilson’s unrealism，仕ierewas full measure of 

realism and practical statesmanship among the major Allied Powers 

in the postwar period. Does this mean that in practice, the leading 

statesmen of the ma3or Allted Powers have been engaged in the 

same power politics as in the prewar period? Perhaps yes. 

How about the colonial 1mperialtsm which the victors m the 

war contmued to practice while denying 1t to the vanquished powers 

.after World War I ? On this sub 3ect, a great deal can be said 

.argumg that colon阻limperialism is still continuing in a disguised 

form or forms, but we may also naively accept the view that by 

the ever-spreading program of technical assistance to the deovelpment 

.of underdeveloped areas, the evils or mjustices of the former colomal 

empires are being mitigated gradually. It is an undeniable fact in 

any case that there is an increasing number of peoples, who 

were subiect races in the days of the League of Nations, but who 

are now gaining a d1gmf1ed status of independent nations. In the 

days of the League, there were but few independent powers in 

Afn田 orAsia. In the postwar period after World War II, under 

the United Nat10ns, we count over 100 mdependent nations〔103in 

November 1961) belongmg to that world organization whereas under 

the League of Nations, there were only 50 or so. Large masse3 of 
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inhabitants ot Africa and Asia who were the victims of colomalism 

are bemg freed today and partic1patmg in the Umted Nations 

(5) Domination of the Big Eu岬 eanPowers Dim加古/zing

In the prewar period, chief target of criticism or complaint was 

domination by the British叩 dor French. Can this be said to be 

continuing still in the Umted Nat10ns? No If there happen to be 

isolated glarmg田 sesof dominat10n at the United Nations gatherings 

by the nat10nals of some European powers, they may or may not be 

the nationals of Britain or France Positions of high executive 

responsibility are not preempted m the United Nations by some 

nationals as they were accused of havmg been m the League of 

Nations. It this sense, it can be said that in the Umted Nations, 

dominat10n of the big European powers is dimm1shing, or rather, 

non-existant 

By the祖国etoken, on the matter of racial inequality, we 

should note that the persons m positions of respons1b11ity in the 

selection, or the staff in the various organs of the world organ-

ization seem to have been conscientious and fair. Discriminatory 

treatment on account of羽田 orthe color of skm, apparently, does 

not constitute a problem in the Umted Nations. 

In the Covenant of the League of Nations, in the Preamble, it 

was solemnly declared: 

"In order to promote mternat10nal co operat10n and to achieve 

mternational peace and security 

.. by the prescript10n of open, just and honorable relations 

bet、'i'eennations .” 

As agamst this va宮uenessand ambiguity of the language of 

the Covenant, the Charter of the Uu1ted Nat10ns is more explicit 

and declares (Chapter I. Purposes and Principles Article 1): 

“To achieve international cooperation m solving international 

problems .. and m promotmg and encouraging respect for 

human rights and for foundamental 'freedom for all without 

restriction, as to race, sex, language or religion; ......” 
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Further, as regards the marked tendency which was complained 

of, of the League of Nations to be ”Europe centeredヘwefmd a 

provision in the Charter 〔ChapterXV Article lOl)which reads in 

part: 

“Due regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the 

staff (of the Secretariat) on as、'lidea geographical basis as 

possible ”． 
(6) Dependence on Arms as the Last Resort 

For the prevention of aggression, as the last resort, the United 

Nat10ns 1s still dependmg on the combined strength of the states 

members as did the League of Nat10ns. That is the very basis of 

the scheme of collective security. In the present society of the 

nat10ns which are all armed with vastly varymg degrees of armed 

strength, there 1s no assurance that the combined strength of the 

arms of the nations which are called forth by the United Nations 

will be stronger than and be able to defeat the combmed strength 

of the arms of the nations which disagreed with the o伍cialviews 

of白eUnited Nations. The Charter of血eUnited Nations〔Article

52) recogn盟国 “regional arrangements or agencies for dealing 

with such matters relating to the mamtenance of international 

peace and security as are appropriate for regional action, provided 

that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent 

with the purposes and prmc1ples of the Umted Nations.”It is only 

on the philosophy or doctrine of collective security and reg10nal 

security arrangements that a number of orgamzations like the 

North Atlantic Treaty Orgamzation exist. Are these arrangements 

conducive to pacific settlement of disputes, or ultimately detrimental 

to the world organization for peace ? This is a question which has 

to be faced回 ndidly. Perhaps we need to be reminded once more 

of the proposal made, now a hundred and fifty years ago, by 

Jeremy Bentham to give more weight to public op1mon rather than 

to the brute force of arms as the final arbiter for. settlement of 

disputes. 
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(7) Primacy of National interest and sovereignty 

Much as we wish to see the world’s peoples pro耳ress,we w1lI 

have to recognize the disparity of progress between natural science 

町1dpolitical science Phenomenal advance has been made in 

nuclear physics for instance, but in international orgamzat1on, we 

fear that not much progress has yet been made smce World War 

I. Primacy of national interest is still the tenet of the men in 

politics and few nat10ns are w11lmg to surrender any part of their 

national sovereignty. 

〔8〕 Finally, mutual問問trustamong the nations 1s still the 

malady besetting the nat10ns tcday. Strange as it may seem,. 

remarkably little was done by the League of Nat10ns to cope with 

this fatal malady. Can any one say that the League of Nat10ns 

had a carefully worked out, systematic and e旺ectiveprogram to 

cure this illness? Unfortunately, no. As compared with the simple 

structure of the League of Nations, the machinery of the United 

Nヰtionsproper and of the so called “Speciahzed Agencies”will 

deserve attention. Especially the 、.vide range work steadily 

undertaken by the UNESCO to promote international understanding 

must be given due credit, although we have to deplore that the 

amount of budgetary support which this organization 1s rece1vmg 

from the states-members is ridiculously small as compared with 

the huge amounts expended by the various states md1v1dually or 

collectively for armament. 
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Chapter VII IMPROVEMENTS MADE AND PROBLEMS STILL 

SMARTING IN THE UNITED NATIONS (II) 

Constitutional or structural problems 

We have already seen that the so-called failure of the League 

of Nations could in many ways be accounted for by the defects m 

the structure or constitution of吐iatorganization Let us now see 

what problems attributable largely to the structure of the UN are 

confronting the Umted Nations. 

(1〕 Lackof universality 

As compared with the League of Nations of the prewar period, 

the Umted Nations today is an organization with far wider 

membership than the League of Nations ever had The Umted 

States which was absent from the League of Nat10ns is m the 

United Nations, with great enthusiasm. The Soviet Russia is also 

m it, playing no less vital roles. It has, as already mentioned, 

103 states members today. And yet, we must not lose sight of 

the fact that the people of China representing nearly a fourth of 

the world’s population are still excluded from membership. The 

U. N. is still far from umversal in this respect. 

(2) The Peace T向。かくofSan Francisco〕凸 structurallyun-

related to the United Nat加'5

A fateful or fatal structural weakness of the League of Nat10ns, 

as explamed already, was that the League was part of the Treaty 

of Versailles. Any one will recogn包e that the situation of the 

Umted Nations is different from that of the League in this respect. 

Credit should be given to the United States which took care in 

this regard in order to avoid the mistake of the Treaty of Versailles. 

(3) No mo柑抑 制im仰向le,but a Veto system 

We saw that the unamm1ty rule which paralyzed the League of 

Nations was the logical product of the idea of absolute sovereignty 

of every nation which prevailed m the period of nat10nahsm. 
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Raving I回 rneda lesson from this unfortunate experience of the 

League, the draftsmen of the Charter of the United Nations did 

not lay down the unanimity rule for the new world orgamzation. 

Simple abolttion of the unanimity rule may be considered to reflect 

a progre田 towardsa more democratic internationalism, in which 

the nations agree to abide by the decisions of the ma1onty. 

However, we have to remember that the unanimity rule was 

replaced by an arrangement in the Security Council, for example, 

which required for decisions on Procedural matters an a伍rmative

vote of any seven members of the Council On the other hand, 

however, decisions on any important matter other than the procedural 

require an a伍rmativevote of seven members including the concurr-

zng votes of all the five Per拙α即 時tmembers Only except10n to 

this rule 1s that the parties to a dispute must abstain from votmg 

when the means are bemg sought for pacific settelment of the 

dispute by negotiation, inqmry, mediat10n, conciliation, arbitration, 

JU di口alsettlement, resort to reg10nal agencies or arrangements, or 

other peaceful means of their own choice. 

Abolition of the unanimity rule and the exclusion from voting 

of the parties to a dispute are sure improvements but the shifting 

of the veto power to the five big powers (from the former veto by 

any and every power under the unammity rule〕meansthe replace-

ment of one evil by another evil. 

〔4〕 Preponderanceof the Council and Inadequate Powers of 

the As.時間bか

In the United Nations Charter, like in the League, the Security 

Council again cosists primarily of 丑ve big powers 〔although

.these five in the UN are not出esame as the five in the LN〕

which are permanent members with a number of lesser powers 

which are elected for brief periods. And as already pointed out, 

it is the Council which enjoys “primary responsibility for the 

maintenance of internat10nal peace and security”in order to ensure 

prompt and effective act10n by the United Nations. Furthermore, 
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despite the seemingly wide powers given to the General Assembly, 

the Charter is explicit in limiting the powers of the Assembly 

vis-a-vis those of the Council as it stat田， forexample ：“While 

the Security Council is, exerc1smg m respect of any dispute or 

situation the functions assigned to 1t in the present Charter, the 

General Assembly shall not make any recommendation with regard 

to that dispute or situation unless the Security Council so requests.” 
As long as unity prevailed in the Council, presumably such a 

prov1s10n could con仕ibuteto effective act10n for peace, but when 

disunity among the maior powers in the Council began to charac-

terize the organization, it became doubtful whether the primary 

士esponsib1hty given to the Council was conducive to prompt or 

effective action. When a big power holdinl)" the veto power did 

not feel that it could gam a maionty support at the Assembly, 

it was not likely to agree to transmit a dispute case to the 

Assembly for settlement. The result was exactly the reverse or 

contrary to what was originally intended Obv10usly the tragedy 

arose p口marilyfrom the big power domination that continues still. 

However, we should note here that an important improvement came 

to the General Assembly after the outbreak of the Korean War 

in 1950. It was the absence of the U. S S. R.'s representa1tve from 

the Council that enabled the Council and the Assembly to go ahead, 

to deal with the Korean situation. The “Uniting For Peace 

Resolution ”adopted by the Assembly m 1950 did not acutally 

revise the charter, but e旺ectivelyenhanced the authority a-id 

power of the Assembly 

( 5) Lack of Policing Power 

The lack which was regretted in the League of Nations has 

remained m the Umted ・Nations organization. The draftsmen of 

the charter did not not like the use of armed force for g1vmg 

e旺ectto the decisions of the orgamzation in order to maintain 

peace. What did they suggest? Their suggestion read ，“The 

Security Council may decide what measures not mvolvmg the use 
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of armed force are to be employed to give e旺ectto its deciss1on 

and it may call upon the members of the Umted Nations to apply 

such measures. These may mclude complete or partial interruption 

of economic relat10ns and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio 

町idother means of commumcatlon and the severance of diplomatic 

relations ”（Article 41〕 Obv10usly,there are already measures 

which are m the nature of a punishment. The Charter prov祖国

further “Should the Security Council consider that measures 

provided for in Article 41 would be inadequate or have proved to 

be inadequate, it may take such action by air, sea or land forces 

as may be neces田 ryto maintam or restore mternational peace and 

necessary to mamtam or restore international peace and security. 

Such action may mclude demonstrations, blockade, and other 

operat10ns by air, sea or land forces of members of the United 

Nations ”（Article 42). What does this mean ? A war ! A war 

against a whole nation in effect even though the nation to a 

considerable extent may have been disapprovmg the aggessive 

action of the government. 

(6〕 Noresources 

The United Nations set up after the sad experience of the League 

of Nat10ns without resources to fall back upon m the event of a 

prolonged war, strange as it may seem, . still lacks the resources 

necessary for its survival. It is still run on a year to year basis, 

hvmg a“hand-to-mouth ”existence. This deficiency still remains 

in the United Nations. 

( 7) A League of Govern問 ents 

“The United Nations ”is still a misnomer today iust as the 

League of Nations was. The defect10ns of the League of Nations m 

this respect have been pointed out earlier. The same remarks will 

be apphcable to the United Nations, except in one respect. It 1s 

the role of mcreasing importance which is played at the United 

Nations by the Non-governmental Organizations, commonly referred 

to by the abbreviation“NGO”. None of the non-governmental 
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orgamzations, no matter how large and in自uencialthat particular 

organization may happen to be, can vote, but the United Nations. 

has come to reahze that it is essential to ensure the support of the 

mtelhgent and interested peoples in all lands, on all matters of 

international importance. The NGO is called m regularly to express. 

its views before actions of wide mternational interest are taken by 

the United Nations. Nevertheless, legally and essentially, the 

United Nations is still a League of Governments. 

(8) Nol酎z＆町 aEu：γoPe・C朗 tered0γE田 zizatio1包

The cnt1c1sm of being “Europe-centered”will no longer apply 

to the United Nations which has its headquarters not at Geneneva •. 

Switzerland, but at New York. Nor can the Umted Nations be 

accused of being dommeered by either Bntain, or France, or any 

other single European power. The cnticism today is not of being 

so much “Europe centered”as“U.S.A.ーcentered’＇. The recent 

suggestion from the U.S.S.R. to remove the UN Secretariat fro血

New York to some place in Europe may be taken as suggestive of 

this trend of thought. Is New York, the big business center of 

the United States necessarily the most suitable site for the head-

quarters of the world organizat10nフ Perhapsthis is a question. 

which deserves acareful study. 

t的 Com料開制：eek刷初犯

When we consider the gr田 tlyvaned and complex tasks which 

were expected of the League of Nations to perform, the mechanism 

set up in Geneva was all too simple and crude. As compared with 

the simphcity of the League of Nations organization, the mechamsm 

.worked out by the United Nations, as shown on the attached sheet 

on page 86 is amazmgly multifaceted and fascinatingly complex. 

Lack of space forbids us from any attempt to explain the 

complex mechanism of the Umted Nations. Here we must content 

ourselves 、＂1thbut brief reference to the thirteen “Specialized 
Agencies ”which mark a de畳niteadvance from the simple mechanis血

of the League of Nat10ns. In the League of Nations scheme, with 
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ihe except10n of the International Labor Organization (!LO）、，vhich

legally was part of the League of Nations but mdependent m 

<essence, most tasks of vital importance for maintenance of peace 

、.vereentrusted to the League of Nations itself. Those tasks covered 

ihe fields of commerce and trade, communicat10n and transit, 

money and bankmg, food, health, educat10n, science and culture 

:It was plainly impossible for a single political orgamzation to tackle 

ihe variety of problems in these diverse areas adequately. Under 

ihe old scheme of the・ League of Nations, if a state withdrew from 

ihe League because of a poht1cal dispute, that withdrawal mvolved 

ゴseverancefrom the world of cooperation in all those areas of 

commerce and trade, communicat10n and transit, and all the rest 

which had the e旺ectof weakenmg the world orgamsm itself. 

The creat10n or desu nation of these thirteen SpeロalizedAgencies 

由 aybe said to have mitigated much of the deficiency of the old 

包cheme,although the degree of success achieved by them varies 

from one to副iother The thirteen Specialized Agencies are the 

following: 

ILOーTheInternat10nal Labor Organization (Geneva〕＊

FAOーTheFood and Ag口culturalOrganization (Geneva) 

UNESCO-The United Nations Educational, Scientific 田 d

Cultural Organization (Paris) 

WHO-The World Health Organization (Geneva) 

IMF The International Monetary Fund 〔Washington〕

IBRD The International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment (Washington) 

IFC-The International Fmance Cooporation (Washmgton) 

ICAO-The International Civil Aviation Organization (Toronto) 

UPU-The Universal Postal Union (Berne〕

WMO The World Meteorological Organization (Geneva) 

ITUーTheInternational Telecommunication Union (Geneva〕

I1℃ The International Trade Orgnization (not yet started〕．

Temporarily replaced by: 
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GA TT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

* In the parentheses are the names of the ,cities where thO' 
headquarters or international secretariats are located We 
should note that beside the !LO, in the prewar period, the・ 
UPU existed doing remarkable work. Also, the Internationar 
Institute of Agriculture at Rome, a predecessor of the F AO,. 
was doing useful work 

Chapter VIII DEVELOP配!ENTOF THE WORLD MOVEMENT ; 

THE“CHICAGO DRAFT”OF WORLD CONST!-

TUTION 

Founding the World Movement for World Federal Government 

(WMWFG) 

The historic sigmficance of the atomic bomb that exploded over 

Hiroshima in 1945 can hardly be mmimized. Not only did 1t put an. 

end to World War II, but it awakened the peoples of the world to-

new awareness of the danger of man’s survival. It stirred the 

conscience of man in Europe, in America, in Asia Spontaneously a 

resolution arose m the minds of men that there should be “No 

more Hiroshima＇’ and that peace and justice must somehow be 

“enforced ”upon the nations if the generations to come were to 

come and be saved from the scourge of war. This was the spark 

that gave the start to the movements for a world without wars. 

or a World Federation, in various countries. 

In 1946, representatives of the federalist groups m 14 countries. 

met in Luxembourg with the concrete idea to establish a united. 
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and permanent body to promote on an international basis the 

由 ovementfor world federation. The name given to this new body 

was the “World Movement for World Federal Government ” 
(WMWFG). The national or local groups already existing were to 

be invited to a伍liatewith the new organization 

It ・.vas in the following ye泡口 on August 23 27 1947, that a 

叩 eetmgof historic importance was held at Montreux, Switzerland 

where delegates of 51 groups or organizations in 23 countries 

assembled. The meeting adopted a Declaration which laid down 

・the guiding principles for the movement Some enthusiasts expressed 

their personal feeling that the meeting at Montreux which adopted 

・the Montreux Declarat10n for world federation might well be 

.compared to the meeting of the men who assembled in Philadel-

・phia m 1776 and signed the Declarat10n of Independence. History 

will show how far such exuberant enthusiasm was iustified. The 

.text of the Declaration 1s given below. 

The M加 tret剖 Daclarati，叩（1947〕

“The world federalists, meetmg m Montreux at the五rst

international congres3 of the World Movement for World Federal 

・Government, call upon the peoples of the world to jom us in our 

work. 

“We are convmced that mankmd cannot survive another world 

.conflict. 

“Two yea~s have passed since the fighting ended, but Europe 

.and Asia are still strewn with the wreckage of war. The work 

-of rehabilitation is paralyzed , the peoples suffer from lack of 

shelter, food and clothmg, while the nations waste their substance 

in preparirnr to destroy each other 

“The second attempt to preserve peace by means of a world 

-0rgamzation, the Umted Nat10ns, is powerless, as at present 

.cons'.ituted, to stop the dnft to war. 
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“We world federalists are convinced that the establishment of 

a world federal government 1s the crucial problem of our time. 

Unhl it is solved, all other issues, whether national or international, 

will remam unsettled. It 1s not between free enterprise and planned 

economy, nor between capitalism and commumsm that the ch01ce 

lies, but bet11・een federalism and power politics. Federahsm alone 

can assure the survival of man. 

“We world federalists a伍rmthat mankind can free itself 

federahsts are convinced that the establishment of a world federal 

government. Such a federation must be based on the followmg 

principles: 

1) Universal membership : The world federal government must 

be open to all peoples and nations 

2) Limitation of national sovereignty, and the transfer to the 

world federal government of such legislahve, executive and 

judicial powers as relate to -world a旺airs.

3〕Enforcementof world law directly on the individual whoever 

he may be, within the iunsd1ction of the world federal 

government guarantee of the rights of man, and suppression 

of all attempts agamst the security of the federation. 

4) Creation of supranational armed forces capable of guarantee-

mg the security of the world federal government and of its 

member states. Disarmament of member nations to the level 

of their internal policin耳 目qmrements.

5) Ownership and control by the world federal government of 

atomic development and of other scientific discoveries capable 

of mass destruction. 

6〕Powerto raise adequate revenues directly and independently 

of state taxes 

“We propose to make use of any reasonable methods which 

can contribute to the early achievement of world federal govern由 ent

to prevent another world war 

“We consider that integration of activities at regional and 
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functional levels is consistent with the true federal approach The 

formation of reg10nal federationsーinsofaras they do not become 

an end in themselves or run the risk of crystalhzing mto blocs~can 

and should contribute to the e旺ect1vefunctioning of world federal 

government In the same way, the solution of technical, scientific 

町1dcultural problems which concern all the peoples of the world, 

will be made easier by the establishment of specialist functional 

bodies. 

1) The mob1hzation of the peoples of the world to bring pressure 

on their governments and legislative assembhes to transform 

the United Nations Orgamzat10n into a world federal 

government by mcreasmg its authority and resources and 

by amending its Charter. 

2〕Uno伍cialand concerted actions ; in particular the preparation 

of a world constituent assembly, the plan of campaign for 

which shall be laid do、叩 bythe Council of the Movement 旧

close cooperation with the parliamentary groups and federalist 

movements in the di宜erentcountries. This assembly, set 

up in collaborat10n with organized international groups, 

shall meet not later than 1950 for the purpose of drawing 

up a constitution for the world federal government This 

plan shall be submitted for ratificat10n, not only to the 

governments and parhaments, but also to the peoples 

themselves and every possible e旺ortshall be made to get 

the world federal government finally established in the 

shortest possible time. 

“W 1thout preiudging the results of these two methods of 

approach, we must expand our action as quickly as possible, that 

we may take advantage of any ne、vopportunities、.vh1chpresent 

themselves to the federahst cause. One thmg is certain-we shall 

never reahze world federal government unless all the peoples of 

the world iom in the crusade more than ever time presses. And 

this time we must not fail.” 
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Steady growth of the World Movement 

Commencing with the First Congress at Montreux m 1947 , the 

Movement (WMWFG〕hasheld a wor Id congre田 almostannually蜘

The Second Congress after the one at Montreux was held in 

Luxembourg m September 1948, where the Luxembourg Declaration 

was adopted. It was m 1948 that the “Chicago Draft ”of World 

Constitution, explained at length later was published. It was also 

in 1948 that the Union for World Federal Government (Sekai 

Renpo Ke悶 et四 Domei〕ofJapan was formed at Hiroshima. The 

Fourth Cougress of WMWFG was held in April 1951 in Rome 

where it adopted the Rome Declarat10n. The year 1951 was marked 

by two other events. One was the interesting conference held at 

Copenhagen, Denmark by the World Student Federalists. That was 

in fact the fifth annual meeting of the student movement for world 

federation, which constitutes the Youth Section of WMWFG. The 

Congress passed a series of Resolutions stressing the importance of 

certain defimte pohcies for the movement For this reason, the 

resolutions adopted at Copenhagen in August 1951 have come to be 

known as“Policy Resolut10ns”. The other was the formation m 

London of the World Association of Parliamentarians for World 

Government (WAPWG〕 Thefounding of this association was 

cer祖国lya matter of high significance. For, of all agencies or 

institutions in any country today, the parliaments rank unquestion-

ably among the自由tto make pohtical decis10ns which mould the 

destmy of the nat10ns. Events in the following years have shown 

that the expectation concerning the parts to be played by吐1e

parliamentarians was not excessive or exaggerated 

After these events of 1951 in Rome and at Copenhagen, the 

next significant event occurred outside of Europe, m Hiroshima, 

Japan m November 1952. It was the First Asian Congress for 

World Federation organized. by the Japanese Union for World 
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Federal Goverament Details of this will be discussed later. In the 

following year 1953, the World Association of Parhamentarians 

for World Government held a joint conference with WMWFG at 

Copenhagen and adopted proposals for Umted Nat10ns Charter 

Revision. A year later, m September 1954, the World Association 

of Parliamentarians met m Landon and issued what 1s known as 

the “London Manifesto ”， which was followed closely by the JOmt 

conference of WMWFG and WAPWG in London. The joint 

conference addressed to the United Nations again“Proposals for 

United Nattons Charter RevisionへThiswas the second of such 

proposals after the 1953 congress At the congress held at 

Amsterdam in 1956 the long name of WMWFG was chagned to 

the new and simple name“World Association of World Federalists＇’ 
(WA WF) and the headquarters were moved from Paris where 

it used to be to Amsterdam in Holland In 1957, at the ioint meeting 

held in Paris of the Executives of WMWF and W APWG a third 

proposal for Charter rev1s1on was adopted. In that same y回日

1957, the Tenth Anniversary Congress of the World Association 

of World Federalists held at the Hague, August 26 31, 19fi7, 

adopted a“MANIFESTO”and a series of Resolutions concerning 

Umted Nations Charter Revision, disarmament, UN. Police Force, 

etc. 

Space does not all。、vany further d1scuss1on of the events、'1h1ch
marked the steady growth of the movement in the world, before 

we take up the “Chicago Draft" and the developments m Japan. 

The “Chicago Draft ”of World Constitution 

One landmark m the development of the movement for world 

federation was the publicat10n in 1948 of the “Preliminary Draft 
of a World Consititutton”. Re3ult of a serious study and work of 

two and half ye訂 s,it is a document of much historic interest, 

known more commonly now as the “Chicago Draft ”because the 
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idraftmg work was achieved in Chicago. 

The Personnel of the Drafting C仰仰ittee

The personnel of the eleven men who constituted the committee 

which drafted the document was impressive, comprising scholars, 

lawyers, specialists, and men of experience m the.自eldof international 

relations. It was chaired by the then Chancellor of the Umvers1ty 

.of Chicago, Robert M. Hutchins, known as one of the foremost 

educators who became President of the Umversity of Chicago at the 

a耳eof 30 The committee was constituted as follows : 

.President 

Robert M. Hutchins. Chancellor of the University of Chicago ; 

Chairman of the Board of Editors of the Encyclopaedia 

Bn旬nni田； anthor of Educat品開 forFreedom . 

.Executive Secretaη 

G. A. Borgese Professor in the Divis10n of Humanities, 

University of Chicago, author of Goliath, co author of The 

City of Man 

』!lembers

Mortimer J. Adler. Professor of the Philosophy of Law, Univ-

ersity of Chicago ; Associate Editor of the G開 atBooks of 

the Western World; author of Ho回 toThink about War and 

Peace. 

Stringfellow Barr. Former President of St. John’s College, 

author of Mazzini, Portrait of an Exile. 

Albert Leon Guerard. Profe自由rEmeritus of General Literature, 

Stanford University ; author of Literature and Society and 

EiげojJeFree and United. 

Harold A. Inms. Professor田1dChairman of the Department 

of Political Economy, University of Toronto. 

Ench Kahler. VlSltmg Professor at Cornell Umversity, author 

of M側 theMea拙何．
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Wilber G. Katz. Dean of the Law School, University of 

Chicago. 

Charles H. Mcllwain. Professor Emeritus of Science of Govern-

ment, Harvard University; author of The G何回thof Political 

Thought in the West and Constitutionalism, Ancおnt and 

Modern. 

Robert Redfield. Professor and Chairman of the Department 

of Anthropology, University of Chica耳o; Member of the Board 

of the American Council on Race Relat10ns; author of TePoztlan 

and The Folk Culture of Yucatan 

Rexford G. Tugwell. Professor of Political Science, Umvers.1ty 

of Chicago, former Governor of Puerto Rico; author of Battle 

for Democracy and Changing the Colonial Climate 

Basic thought or Attitude 

The basic thought or attitude of the draftsmen of this “Prelimi-

nary Draft ”1S expressed in a few paragraphs which are charac-

terized by modesty, moderation and courage of the draftsmen 1f 

these three qualities go together, as indeed they did here These 

paragraphs are found at the top of the document, printed in very 

small pnnt as follows : 

“To the Reader. 

The members of the Committee to Frame a World Constitution 

have never thought that they could be rememdered some day as 

the Committee that Framed the World Consitution. Their ambition 

or hope was and is to do their part m takmg down to earth or, so 

to speak, spelling out, the general movement for World Government 

that has been growmg, not always m de自mteshape, during these 

years. The problems of world government are hard and intricate. 

The Committee felt that these problem田 nbest be clari五edin a 

constitutional design, indeed as a concrete picture to show what a 

Federal Republic of the World, under certain conceivable circum 
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;;lances，問ightlook hke. Thus visualized m an exact frame of 

_government and law, the Republic of the World does not look so 

absurdー“utopian”1sthe world-as defeatism mamtains. Neither 

・does 1t look so self evident as frivolous optimism would prefer to 

believe. 

That the “conceivable circums同nces”forthe rise of a World 

Republic are not at hand, the Committee knows fully well. 

:Paramount among those circumstances should be the willingness 

•of Russia, but not of Russia alone, to surrender sovereignty. To 

、createthose circmstances is beyond the power of any individual 

。rgroup and this Committee is not a guild of miracle makers. It 

is quite possible that the human race has not su旺eredenough to 

learn, and that wisdom should be expected only from the ashes of 

.a conflagrations out of which, according to an authoritative 

American forecast, would emerge not one Rome but two Carthages. 

Yet World Government shall come-this is practically the 

concensus m this generation-whether within five years or畳fty,

whether without a conflagration or after it. In this perspective 

the Committee’s Constitution is meant, no less humbly than confi-

・dently as a proposal to・history. History may weigh it today or 

tomorrow History certainly, when the proposal is weighed 

.agamst circumstances and forces which are undisclosed today, will 

find 1t、.vanting But 1t is not equally certain that the proposal 

Will be ignored altogether. For a shape of things to come, provided 

'it has a consistency of its own, has a power of attraction on the 

thmgs to come , or, otherwise stated, a pattern of form born in the 

mind, if 1t is to some extent ideal and rat10nal alike, bids for 

embodiment m the world of the real and quickens, to an unpred1ct-

.able extent, the historical pro町 田sof which 1t is a forerunner. 

In any case it will not be immoderate to assume that this 

.constitution should provide usable' tracks for further study and 

.discussion of the problem of World Government ; which is, basically 

and ultimately, the problem of World Government; which 1s, 
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basically and ultimately, the problem of the atomic age out of' 

whose context no particular problem can find or even reasonably・ 

seek a separate solution”． 
These paragraphs were dated・ September 17, 1947. They may be• 

co:isidered as valid today as they were at that time. 

Gist of the Pro戸0叩 Is

Despite the danger of domg miustice to the carefully drawn-、

draft, we venture to give a brief gist of the concrete proposals-

contained in this“Prelimmary Draft ” It 1s space limitation 

under which we dare do this. However, because in the Preamble-

we see the philosophy clearly spelled out, full text of it is first 

given below. P陀田nble

“The people of the earth havmg agreed that the advancement 
of man m spmtual excellence and physical welfar・e1s the common 

goal of mankmd, that universal peace is the prerequisite for the-

pursuit of that goal ; that justice in turn is the prereqmsite of 

peace, and peace and justice stand for all together , that imqmty 

and war mseparably spring from the competitive anarchy of the-

national states ; that therefore the age of nations must end, and 

the era of humanity begm ; 

The governments of the nat10ns have decided to order their 

田paratesovereignties in one government of justice, to which they 

surrender their arms ; and to estabhsh this Constitut10n as the-

covenant and fundamental law of the Federal Republic of the 

World”． 
The Draft Conshtmon comsts of eight parts or sections which 

町 e. 1 Declaration of Duties and Rights , 2. Grant of 凹wers;

3. The Federal Convention, the President, the Legislature ; 4. The 

Grand Tribunal and the Supre思eCourt ; 5. Tribune of the People 

and the World Law; 6. The Chamber of Guardians; 7. The Federal 

Capital and Federal Language and Standards ; 8. The Amending 
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Power. 

Regardmg the structure of a world state, even if agreed on 

the fundamentals, there can be a vast variety of thought. Some 

people who are relatively unacquamted with the problems mvolved 

are apt to assume that when a world state is set up, all mdependent 

states will disappear. All border lmes will be effaced and a single 

state without any specific traits will take its place. Closer studies 

of the existing conditions, however, will convmce any one of the 

unlikelihood of any such state emerging at once. There is but one 

thing essential to a world state which is the transfer to the world 

authority of the sovereignty of each individual state, regardmg 

especially the exercise of the power of defense. Wars are bemg 

waged in the name of defense by the states. A war less world 

must be a world in which the states町田eto exercise that power. 

In the proposed scheme, the functions of the world authority will 

be divided largely to the legislative, Judicial and executive. In the 

Declaration of Rights and Duties, we自ndthe proposit10n that 

earth, water, air and energy are the common property of the 

human race. The golden rule that man should do unto others as 

he would like others to do unto him and to abstam from violence 

is the basic teachmg of the Constitution. It proposes to save man 

from want, from fear and from enslavement. It lays down 

removal of discriminat10n on account of 四回， borderor breed and 

emphasizes the basic rights of man and respect for human personality. 

It seeks thereby to remove the causes of disputes cοncerning race, 

immigrat10n, international economy and armaments. In place of 

each nation, there is to be a World Police Force. 

The sovereignty m the world state will rest with the people. 

There will be a Fedeァ・alConvention, held triennially and attended 

by delegates who are elected on the rat10 of o田 permillion people. 

In order to ensure a fair representation at the Federal Convention, 

the world will be divided into 9 Electoral Colleges or Reg10ns. From 

each Region, there will be 29 candidates elected. At the Federal 
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Convention, in plenary meeting by secret and proport10nal ballot, 

9 Councilmen will be elected from each Region. In addition, there 

will be 18 additional Councilmen elected by the Convention regardless 

of origin. Thus, the total membership of the World Council will 

be 99. One mterestmg feature of the Federal Convention is that the 

delegates to it vote as individuals and not as member" of nat10nal or 

otherwise collective representations. The term of the Council is 3 

years. The primary power to m1tiate and enact legislat10n for 

the Federal Republic of the World is vested in the Council. 

For the elect10n of the President of the Federal Repubhc of 

the World, each Region nommates by secret ballot not more than 

three candidates regardless of the ongin, It 1s the Federal Convention 

which五nallyelects the President by secret ballot on a maiority 

of twothirds The President’s term of o伍CeIS 6 years and not 

re・ehg1ble. The President and the Council establish three Special 

Bodies : 1. A Ho回 eof Nationalities and States; 2. A Syndical (or 

functional) Se1叩 te; 3. An Institute of Science, Educatio四回zd

Culture. There will also be a Special Body of 21 members called the 

Planning Agency with the functions to envisage the mcome of 

the Federal Government, to prepare programs and budgets for 

expenditures, to plan for improvement of the world’s physical 

fac1htes for the productive exploitation of resources and invent10ns. 

For judicial ends, there will be a Grand Tribunal consISting 

of 60 Justices and a Supreme Court consISting of 7 members. 

Another interestmg feature of the World Constitution 1s that it 1s 

applied to the individuals hke the laws of the various states. 

Noticeable also is its prov1s10n abohshmg death penalty. Further, 

there 1s the Tribune of the R』opleappomted, with the funct10n 

to defend the natural and civil rights of ind1v1duals and groups 

against v10lat10n or neglect by the World Government and to 

further and demand, as a World Attorney before the World Republic 

observance of the letter and spirit of the Constitution. In addition 

to these o田町民 thePresident will appoint the Chamber of Guardians 
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which Will supervise the armed forces of the Federal Republic 

-Of the World. 

Chapter IX WORLD PEACE THROUGH WORLD LAW 

Background of the authors 

Fmally we come to examme briefly the most notable work of 

two American scholars, entitled WORLD PEACE THROUGH 

WORLD LAW, the針 stedition of. which came out from Harvard 

University Press m 1958 and the second revised edition in 1960. 

It 1s the joint work of Grenville Clark, a lawyer and Loms Sohn, 

a Professor at Harvard Law School, a few lines introducing these 

two scholars here may found helpful. 

Grenville Clark graduated the Harvard Law School m 1906 and 

served in the U. S. Army dunng World War I He was closely 

associated with Elihu Root and also the initiator of the Selective 

Service Act of 1940 He was consultant to Secretary of War 

Stimson from 1940 to 1944. Since 1939 he has engaged in researeh 

and study of the problems of world order. 

Louis B. Sohn was born m Poland, received his LL目 B.at John 

Casimir University, Lwow in 1935 and his LL. M. and S. J. D. 

from Harvard in 1940 and 1958. Professor Sohn was a legal o母cer

for the United Nations Secretariat and in 1951 joined the faculty of 

the Harvard Law School, where he now teaches courses in United 

Nations Law and problems of world order. 
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How the monumental叩orkc仰 叩 tobe written Jointly 

Back in 1940 already, Grenville Clark wrote his Proposad World 

Constitution and privately circulated it among his friends. Ten 

years after, in 1950, he wrote his五回tbig work : A Plan for 

R』ace. It was in October 1945 that he met Prof. Sohn for the 

五rsttime and commenced the jomt study of the problems of world 

peace, with the idea of achievmg a world federation through 

revisions of the Umted Nations Charter In July 1953, they 

published their丑rstjoint work Peace through D府armamentand 

Revision of U. N. Charter. Three years later in 1956, they 

pubhshed Supplement to Peace through Disa円？叫mentand Revision 

of U. N. Charter. These two pubhcat1ons were used by the authors 

for the purpose of inviting the criticisms and soliciting comments 

or suggestions from scholars and the leaders of thought in di百erent

parts of the world. These pubhcat10ns contained a comprehensive 

plan of world peace through umversal, complete and enforceable 

disarmament under the control of world law. Three thousand 

copies of the last named pubh回 tionwere d1stnbuted among the 

interested people and hterally hundreds of comments or rephes were 

received. As the authors explamed, it was on the basis of these 

rephes that they modi五edor improved the contents of their proposal, 

which are contained in the last monumental work WORLD PEACE 

THROUGH WORLD LAW, a volume originally containing 540 

pages, published in 1958. In the foreword to their publi国 tion,the 

authors explained further that that their obiective was to contribute 

material for world-wide discussion for establishing an effective world 

organ目前ionfor the maintenance of peace Their attempt was to 

present a complete plan for genuine peace in a disarmed world, 

governed by law. They confessed their prudent optimism as to 

the prospects of success of their plan. The authors are confident 

of success, because for self-preservat10n mankmd must now自nda 

way for disarmament and world governed by law. 
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Underlying Prineかles

The second, revised edition pubhshed in 1960 1s a volume of 

441 pages including the Introduction. Though slightly reduced ir> 

pages and changed in emphases on mmor details in comparison with. 

the 1958 edition, the fundamental premise of the 1960 edition 

remamed the same and mcidentally identical with the pronouncement 

of the President of the United States on October 31, 1956：“There 

can be no p回 目 withoutlaw”． In this context, as Grenville Clark 

stated，“the world law necessarily implied the law of a world 

authority, 1. e. law which would be uniformly apphcable to all 

nations and all md1viduals in the world and which would defimtely 

forbid violence or the threat of it as a means for dealing with. 

any internat10nal dispute This world law must also be law m the 

sense of law which 1s capable of enforcement, as distingmshed 

from a mere set of exhortations or miunctions which 1t is desirable 

to observe but for the enforcement of which there 1s no e旺ective

machmery”． 
Clark was emphasizing the concept10n that peace cannot be・ 

ensured by a continued arms race, nor by an mdefinite“balance 
of terrorヘnorby diplomatic maneuver, but by universal and 

complete national disarmament together with the estabhshemnt 

of institut10ns corresponding m the、;vorldfield to those 、;vhich
maintain law and order within local communitie> and nations. 

There are seven basic principles by which the authors had: 

been governed iu workiug out detailed plans of a world federation長

Those seven are given m rough outlmes below. 

1) For genuine pea白 aneffectiveりstemof enforceable叩orza・

law 1s necessary. This implies: (a) complete disarmament: and 

(b) simultaneous adoption on a world－、;videscale of the me田 U柁 S

田町ntialfor maintenance of la叩 andorder. This in turn will m白 η

necessity for clearly stated law agai：悶 tviolence, courts to apply 

that law and Police to enforce 1t. 

2) The world law must Prohibit international violence de五nitely
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ヨnconstitutional and statutory form. 

3) World judic必ltribunals must be set up to interpret and 

.apply the world law. Organs for concili・ationand mediation must 

be set up ; peaceful adjud仰 lionshould take place of v10lence or 

threat of it for dealing with mternational disputes. 

4) A Permanent World Police Force must be created, to 

forestall or suppress any violation of the world law. 

5) Complete Disarma問 entof all nations must be carried out 

.simultaneously and m a proportionate manner by carefully veri畳ed

stages and subject to a well-organized system of insPection. 

6〕E宜ectiveworld machmery must be set up to mitigate the 

vast diゆaritiesin economic condition of various regions of世間

、.vorld.
In addtion to the above six principles, there are several matters 

which the authors thought are no less important than those already 

世田nt10nedas guiding prmciples. Those supplementary principles 

relate to : 1. Act叩eparticipat必n in the叩orldpeace authority, 

universally by all nations on earth , 2 APPiication of the world 

1a、vdirectly to individuals as well as to the whole body of the 

nations ; 3. G即 ranteeingof b四icrights and duties of all即 lions

in the constitutional document of the world authority. There should 

be clear hm1ts laid down on the powers of the various organs of 

the world authority as a safeguard against abuse of Po叩回-s;4. The 

Po叩8月 ofthe world organizat均四 shouldbe叩 stnctedto matters 

directly related to the問 aintenanceof Peace ; 5. Any plan proposed 

for the new world order must be on a level which is acceptable 

.to this generation A plan which is, however ideal in conception, 

so far ah田dof the times as to raise msuperable opposit10n would be 

futile ; 6. While it is not out of the question to create an entirely 

new world authority m a completely disarmed world, it seemed to 

the authors “more normal and sensible make the necessaり柑visions

.of the present United Natio出 charter”．
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Principal Proposals 

Guided by the principles enumerated above, the authors have 

made proposals of revision which are set forth in the form of 

amendments to the present United Nat10ns charter. The proposed 

revisions are shown in the book, in which the full text of the 

present charter and the full text of the revised charter are 

compared in parallel columns E冶chproposal for revision is followed 

by comments which explain the reasons for rev!Slon. Beside the 

rev1s10ns proposed on the present Charter which consists of 111 

articles, the authors have proposed addit旧n of seven Annexes in 

order not to demolish the present form of the Charter. It is not 

pcssible in this essay to explain the details of the proposed 

revisions. We can hardly do more than itemize the rev1s10ns here. 

Readers are advised to study the graph entitled “Clark-Sohn Plan 
for Umted Nations”on Page 87. Mam features of the proposed 

revis10n are given below : 

I. Revisions in the Charter itself 

1〕M加zbeχ3hiP. Universal, compulsory membership is the ai皿

of the proposal. 

2〕TheGeneral Assembly. A radical revision is contemplated 

as to the powers, compos1t10n and methods of votmg of the・ 

Assembly. 

3) The Executive Council. It 1s proposed to abolish the secunty 

Council and to substitute for 1t an Executive Council composed of 

17 representatives elected by but responsible to and removable by 

the General Assembly. 

4) Economic and Social Co附ici/;Trusteeship Council. These 

two Councils would remain with somewhat larger and different 

compos1t10n than under the present Charter designed to provide a. 

wider and better balanced representation on these Councils. 

5) The Disarmament Process. A carefully framed plan for the 

elimination of all national armaments is contamed in Annex I. 

6〕AWorld Police Force. In Annex II are provis10ns m detail 
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for the proposed Umted Natrnns Peace Force There will be a 

standmg component and a Peace Force Reserve. It is this body 

which is designed to perform the functions of police force for the 

Umted Nations. 

7〕Thejudicial and Conciliation System The system is designed 

to provide for the adjudication or settlement of mternattrnnal 

-disputes peacefully in place of resnrtmg to the use of arms. Minute 

下rovisionsare found for the International Court of Justice and 

the World Equity Tribunal. 

8〕Enforcementand Penalties The plan envisages a variety of 

・enforcement measures mcluding the prosecution in the United 

Nations regional courts of mdlVlduals responsible for a violatrnn of 

the disarmament provisrnns. 

9〕WorldDave/a仰叩＇tEstablishment of a World Development 

"1uthority is contemplated for assisting in the economic and social 

-development of the underdeveloped areas of the world. 

10〕A United Nat初日 RevenueSystem The plan is to provide 

.adequate funds to the world authority. Minute provisions are 

iound in Annex V. 

11〕Privilegesand Immunities The provisions in Annex VI are 

to ensure e伍cientand effective service of the mternational civil 

oServan ts in the various organs of the 、.vorldauthority. 

12) Bill of Rights In Annex VII is the proposed Bill of Rights, 

・designed to ensure that the strengthened United Umted Natrnns 

-shall not violate the basic rights of any individual person in the 

world. 

13〕Ratification The provision is designed to facilitate the 

adhesrnn of the big federal powers such as the U.S. S. R. and the 

U. S A. as well as the lesser powers to important agreemen匝

.among the nations. 

14) A問 endment The reason for the proposal for revision 

.concerning amendment is self-evident. The idea is to facihtate 

土heprocess of amendment of the charter. 
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15) Conti：即時dorg，四日間dαgencies The proposal is not to 

dispense with any orgamzat10n which has been performmg useful 

funct10ns, but to strengthen them so that the United Nat10ns will 

be fully equipped to accomphsh the basic purpose, which is to 

官iamtaminternat10nal peace. 

Chapter X THE WORLD FEDERALIST MOVEMENT IN JAPAN 

Origin of the Mo開 mentin japan 

The origin of the present world federahst movement in Japan 

must be traced back to the farsight and wisdom of a statesman, 

Yukio Ozaki (1859 1950). 

“H回 .venand Earth have no border nor limit. Whoever built 

forts and states in it？” 

“Between sky and earth unlimited and vast, why must men 

五ghteven as beasts do？” 

These -. ere the thoughts expressed in Waka (31 syllable poems〕

by Ozaki who also rebuked mankmd for waging wars“m a world 

created by God for all peoples to live in peace”. Elected already 

in 1890 to the House of Representatives in the first general 

election in Japan, Ozaki contmued to be reelected without a break 

for over 42 years in the Diet and championed the回 useof C!Vll 

nghts and liberty. For long as the Mayor of Tokyo and also as 

the Minister of Education, he rendered si~nifi回目 services to the 

nation for uplifting the level of civic life and education. He was 

主nownas“Ke悶 eino Kam古ama”（Guardian-god of Constitutional 
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Government〕. Hereafter, however, Ozaki will be remembered, if 

for nothmg else, as the man who, for the畳rsttime in this 

country, urged the necessity for the nat10ns of the world to give 

up their arms and federate even as Japan did in the Restoration 

of Me1j1 when those 250 or more feudal lords under the Shogun 

surrendered their arms and fiefs and were replaced by the Prefectural 

Governors in the united Japan. It was this bold reform action, 

called Hai・han Chi ken (Abolition of fiefs, Replaced by Prefectures〕，

which enabled Japan to umte and make the phenomenal progress 

as a new, modern nation. It was for the msp1ration and the 

leadership he gave m this direction that in his last years, when he 

was well over 89 years of age, Ozaki was elected President of 

the Union for World Federal Government of Japan in 1948. 

Founding of Sekai Renpo Ke問。ts四 Domei(Union for World Federal 

Government) 

On August 6, 1948, on the third anniversary day of the atomic 

bombmg of Hiroshima, the Umon for World Federal Government 

(Sekai RenjうOK切四etsuDomeのofJapan was founded at a national 

convent10n held in the city of Hiroshima. There are half a dozen 

men whose names must remam long One was the late Toyohiko 

Kagawa, the world famous Christian evangelist叩 dreformer. 

Another was the late Yasaburo Shimonaka, a publisher by trade, 

but who had participated from his youth and for all his life in 

progressive movements Still another was Morikatsu Inagaki, who 

had worked long for the League of Nations Association of Japan 

and translated into Japanese Emery Reeves’A叩 tomyof Peace 

which awakened many people to the lofty idea of world peace 

Asian Conferences convoked by the Japanese U吋仰

In addition to the annual convent10ns which the union has held 
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in Hiroshima, Kyoto, Tokyo, etc. to arouse the public sentiment 

for peace and to educate the people in the direction of world 

federalism, the union has convoked・ so called Asian Conferences for 

World Federal必nthree times in 1952, 1954 and i957. The thought 

behmd such actions was that the world federation，町lorgamzatioru 

of the future, must be built on a firm foundation looking to the 

future. In Asia and Africa, there are two thirds of the 2 7 billion 

souls of the earth seething now with new hfe and new hopes for 

the future. These peoples of the two continents must be mobilized 

m this world movement. 

To the First Asian Conference held m 1952 in Hiroshima 

日 me Redhabmod Pal, Justice of the Supreme Court of India; 

Abdul Rehman, later the Prime Minister of Malaya and other 

leaders of some dozen new countries of Asia and Africa. Inc1-

dentally, Lord Boyd Orr, the五rstPresident of the World Assoc1at1on 

of World Federahsts was also present at th店街stAsian Conferrence. 

The Hiroshima Declaration adopted at that Conference, being of 

historic interest, is given at length below: 

2沼町＇ShimaDeclaration adopted by the First Asian Congress 

for World Federation November 3-6 1952. 

“Today, the whole of mankind, in deadly fear of.atomic warfare 
and abhoring its inhumanity, ts searching for means to prevent a 

third world war ceaselessly threatened by international discord田ld

strife. 

“The Asian Congress for World Federation in the atom-bombed 
Hiroshima, recognizmg the historic significance of this Congress, 

vowing solemnly to work for the abohtion of war and in order to 

strengthen the spirit of brotherhood among men which is basic to 

world federation, unanimously declares to the entire world its 

determination to strive for : 

1〕Prohibitionof the production as well as the use of atomic 
weapons, 

2) Drastic r.edtiction 'Of existing armaments leadin~ to their total 
abohtion m each nation ; 
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3) Elimination of racial discrimination and establishment of 

fundamental human rights; 

4〕Removalof rehgious prejudice and promot10n of cooperat10n 

among all the faiths of the world ; 

5) Release in the immediate future of war criminals as well as 

prisoners of war detamed in various countries ; 

6〕Openingup of natural resources for the solution of population 

problems. 

For implementation of the principles enunciated above and the 

matters agreed upon, we hereby resolve, basing our efforts on 

Mahatma Ghan di’s SaかaGraha (Power of Truth), to promote with 

all our strength the movemnet for the establishment of world 

federation ” 

The Union for World Federal Government m Japan convened 

in May 1954 a conference calleヨtheU出 ledNations Non member> 

Conference in Tokyo. The conference lasted three days, May 2 4, 

1954. At the conference, the delegates pointed out m a resolut10n 

that the main reason for the worsemng of the postwar world 

situation was the fact that the big powers inside the United Nations 

had divided the world into two hostile田mpsand thereby debased 

the fundamental spint of the Umted Nations and made this orgamz 

at10n’s existence meamngless as an mstitut10n for peace and for 

economic cooperation on a world level. The delegates pointed out 

further that some 20 nations applymg for admiss10n to U. N. had 

been demed their adm自由on,not because they lacked the necessary 

qualifications but largely on account of the dispute between the two 

power blocs They argued further that an international organizat10n 

which is nothmg more than a league among hostile states could 

not offer security as to the prevention of war. On these various 

grounds, the conference adopted a Declaration, m the name of the 

interested peoples of the states which are not state members of 

the United Nationg : 1) that the United Nations take e百ective

measures for ensurmg universality of the United Nations, 2) 
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that a world disarmament conference should be convoked, 3) that 

time had now arrived for estabhshmg a world federal government, 

cand 4) that the forthcommg Tenth Annual Sess10n of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations should decide on the convocation 

of a Review Conference with the view to the revision of the 

・Charter of the United Nations. 

As already mentioned briefly, the Japanese Union for World 

Federal Government convoked altogether three “Asian”conferences, 

the second of which was held m Tokyo in November 1954 and the 

third in Kyoto, October 18-21, 1957. The third one was, to be 

more precise, called “the A-A Congress for World Federation ” 
because beside the delegates from India and other Asian countries, 

・delegates were expected from a few African countries as well. Mr 

Komla Agbeli Gbedemah, Minister of Finance of the new state of 

・Ghana, who had become the President of the World Association 

of World Federalists, as its third President，国meto Japan in 

March 1953. He had succeeded Mr. Larsen, the Scandmavian 

airline magnate, who had followed Lord Boyd Orr as the second 

President of the World Association. 

Diet Members' Organization for World Federation 

The movement for world federation m Japan was greatly 

strengthened when the most influential memders of the Diet in both 

Houses, including members of both the conservative government 

party (Jimin To), and the opposition Party (Shakai To〕spontaneously

organized a body known as Sekai Ranpo Kokkai Iinkai 〔Diet

Members' Committee for World Federation〕 inmay 1951 with a 

total membership of over 120 at the start. 

It is a permanently organized body with its secretariat with in 

the bmldmg of the Diet. Tokutaro Kitamura, former Mmister of 

Finance and Member of the House of Representatives is ・President 
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and Setsuo Yamada, member of the House of Counci)lors, formerly-

Vice President of Soda明 ei(Japanese Federation of Labor) is 

Executive Secretary. Among the Advisers of this body are prominent 

personalities such as Tetsu Katayama, a Christian Socialist and 

.formerly Pnme Minister. This body actively cooperates with the 

Umon for World Federal Government m organizmg nat10nal or 

mternational congresses, in sending abroad the representatives of 

the Japanese movement for world federation to attend events in 

Europe or America and in generally promotmg the movement w1thi11 

and without the country. 

“Mundialized”Prefect制r邸側dCities spread初E

No doubt the word "mundiahzation”1s still largely unfamiliar 

even to the ears of the intelligentsia in the English speaking world 

itself. Dictionary shows that it comes o口ginallyfrom the Latin 

word mundus which m田ロtthe world, universe or the heavens. It 

is of the国 meongm as the Enghsh word mundane, though the 

meanmg of the two words 1s almost opposite to each other. Th" 

word“mundiahzat10n”has been and continues to be used widely 

in Japan at least, to m田nofficial acceptance of, or turning to the 

tenets of world federat10n. 

Histoncally, France was the針 stcountry to act o伍ciallyin 

this direction. It was m 1946 that the French Chamber of Deputies 

adopted with the neces田町 twothirds majority votes a bill which 

would be called a bill for “mund1alization”and inserted in the 

Constttut10n of the French Republic on Sept 28, 1946 a provision 

、＂hichread. 

“The French Republic, faithful to its traditions, abides by the 
rules of mternat10nal law . . . On condition of reciprocity, 

France accepts the limitations of sovereignty, necessary to the 

・organization and defense of peace.” 
This was •totally deleted in the De Gaulist Constitution later. 
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That was no doubt an mev1table thing under the tight regime of 

the De Gaule government. 

In 1948, the Italian Parliament also revised the Constitution of 

Italy for a similar purpose. A similar change occurred also m the 

Danish Constitution around this time. It is remembered too that 

the Basic Law of West Germany of 1949, which is 岡 山valentto 

the Constitution of another country contained a similar provision, 

expressing the readiness of羽TestGermany to accept the authority 

・Of a world federation rf and when it is orgamzed. 

Now in Japan it was on October 13, 1950 that the City of 

Ayabe took the lead and adopted a resolution in the city assembly, 

solemnly declaring that “Ayabe is at once a World Federation city 

.and also a Japanese city and Ayabe would do everything with the 

peoples of the entire earth for the establishment of permanent 

peace.” 
The bold start taken by Ayabe city fired the imagination of 

・other cities as well as prefectures. The result has been amazmg. 

-city after city and as m田 yas 13 prefectures adopted already a 

similar resolution so that as of October 31, 1961, there . were 15 

prefectures and 231 cities or towns which have been solemnly・ 

“mundialized”. Those mundia!Ized cities and prefectures have 

。rganizeda national alliance of the mundialized cities and prefectures 

in order to coordinate and strenghen their act!Vlties. It is estimated 

that the total population of the mundialized cities and prefectures 

would rise at least to 35 million, representing a紅白 ofthe total 

populat10n of Japan. 

ιOther Activitおsof the ]apanesese Union for World Federal 

Government 

The Japanese Union for World Federal Government has as its 

President (Prince) Naruhiko Higashikuni, formerly Prime Minister 

-0f Japan. Among .the Vice Presidents is Mrs. Sumi Yukawa, wife 
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of the Nobel Prize Physicist Dr. Hideki Yukawa who is currently-

the President (the fourth〕of the World P.ssociation of World. 

Federahsts. The Umon has its headquarters in Kanda, Tokyo,. 

m叩 agedby Masaaki Tanaka, Director. Beside organizing annual 

congresses and occasional national convent10ns, the union, usually 

with the cooperation of the Diet members' committee and the' 

Alliance of Mundiahzed Cities, conducts activities on both nat10田 l

and mfernational scales. The activities include. 

1 Conferences organ田edーIriternat10nal,nat10nal, reg10nal, city 

and other. 

2. Pubhcations issued-Annual, quarterly and weekly, beside・ 

monographs occass1onally published. 

3 Courses or classes conducted For trainmg leaders of the' 

movement. 

4. Study groups orgamzed Organized at the local chapters of 

the Umon or at umvers1t1es and colleges 

5. Prize es盟 yso旺ered Yearly on national s田 le.

6. Orato口問Icontests held-Yearly, on inter-university basis. 

The Japanese Union for World Federal Government ts particu-・ 

larly busy currently in preparation for the 1963 congress of the 

World Association of World Federalists to be held in Tokyo. 

EPILOGUE 

The people of the entire world were again shocked re田ntly

on hearing the announ田 mentsof resumption of the tests of the 
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deadly nuclear explosions. Were the draftsmen of the Chicago 

Draft of World Constitution after all right when they stated －“It 

1s quite possible that the human race has not yet suffered enough 

to learn, and that wisdom should be expected only from the ashes 

of a con自agration out of which, accordmg to an authoritative 

A血 ericanfore田 st,would emerge not one Rome, but two Car-

thages”？ However, to expect either two Carthages or one Rome 

might in fact be called an unsubstantiated optimism today, for is 

it not much more likely that when the 50 megaton tests go on, no 

livmg creature may remain on this earth at all? Was Shelley 

forecasting something of this sort when he wrote his Ozimandi・出？ 

With apology for this license, we would hke to reproduce below 

the ghastly picture of his with one word altered : 

“I met a traveller from an antique land 

Who said・“Twovast and trunkless legs of stone 

Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand, 

Half sunk, a shattered v1回 gelies, whose frown, 

And wrmkled bps and sneer of cold command, 

Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 

Which yet survive, stamped on these bfeless things, 

The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed ; 

And on the pedestal these words appear : 

“My name is Nuclear Science, King of Kings, 

Look on my works, ye Mighty and despair ！” 

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare, 

The lone and level sands stretch far away”． 

Now the ghastly picture contamed m the above quotation, or 

misquotation, might look hke the product of unwholesome pessimism 

and despair, though the reality the world is facmg 1s a stern one, 

perhaps warrantmg all this or even worse. What do we propose 
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to do in this situation? This reminds us of the words uttered once 

by Schopenhauer, the pessimist philosopher of the 19th century 

・Germany. “In generalヘ田idhe，“the wise m all ages have always 

said the same things and the fools who at all times form the im-

血 ensemajority have in their own、四ytoo acted alike and done 

iust the opposite, and so the world will go on For as Voltaire 

担 ys,we shall leave the world as foolish and wicked as we found 

it." But is this true? Was Schopenhauer or Voltaire right? We 

田 y,No' No, be国 usewe know that m the nuclear age, man’s very 

survival is at stake and we can no longer indulge m the luxury or 

folly of such a philosophy. We will admit that in the nuclear age, 

“no problem白 n宣ndor even reasonably seek a solution divorced 

from the context of the nuclear age.” This is mdeed the very 

r田 sonwhy we would echo the words of the then President of the 

Umted States of America Mr. Eisenhower who said：“What we 

need more today than a gigantic leap into space is a gigantic leap 

into PEACE.” 
In the present short es田 y, we ventured to point out certam, 

more apparent deficiencies m也eUnited Nations, some of which 

are basic m nature and require drastic revisions. We have laid 

stress on the revision proposals of Grenville Clark and Loms Sohn 

for a world federation. All of this, because we自rmlybelieve in 

the immense potentials of the Umted Nations. We beheve, hke the 

men in the American Friends Servi目 Committeethat“the United 
Nat10ns o百ersleadership both to. governments and to individuals, 

symbohzmg as it does, the faith of all men in the development 

of a peaceful and brotherly world community ”＊ Such a community, 

we beheve, will come when the world 1s governed by world law, 

in a federated world 

After having said this, however, may we conclude by recallmg 

*The Amencan Friends Service Cmrimttee THE FUTURE DEVELOP, 

MENT. OF THE UNITED NATIONS-Some・Observattons on Charter 

Review A. F. S ・c. Philadelph1a, 1955 
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that m man’s search for a good and satisfying l百e,there are two 

approaches. As is pointed out by Dr. Howard Brinton, the 

revered i Quaker philosopher at Pendle Hill, by the自rstof those 

approaches, man attempts to order his environment so that it will 

satisfy his desires , by the second, he attempts to order his inner 

life so that happiness and satisfaction are attained independently 

of the ou匂rworld Personally, we are inclined加 followthe 

latter approach rather than the former. We beleve m the tenet 

of UNESCO, enunciated in the Preamble of their Charter ：“Since 

wars begm in the mmds of men, it is in the nimds of men that 

the defenses of peace must be constructed ’t We believe further 

that the propo田 Icontained in the World Peace Through World 

Law is“a proposal to history ヘwhich,while it does deal with 

the structure and mechanics, as it were, of the world of tomorrow, 

・is an approach bas1田 llyof the latter category, requiring faith in 

man or m one another and involving what Eisenhower called “a 

.gigantic leap into PEACE”． 
This is a moral challenge in the nuclear age which we believe 

the enlightened people in all lands must take up. 
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